Honors Day 2005

Honors Day Schedule of Activities

University Awards

Intercollege Awards

College Awards and School/Department Awards

- COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
- COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
- LERNER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
- COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
- COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND NURSING SCIENCES
- COLLEGE OF HUMAN SERVICES, EDUCATION AND PUBLIC POLICY

Honor Society Members

- Alpha Kappa Delta
- Alpha Lambda Delta
- Alpha Mu Alpha
- Beta Gamma Sigma
- Delta Phi Alpha
- Dobro Slovo
- FMA Honor Society
- Gamma Kappa Alpha
- Kappa Delta Pi
- Kappa Omicron Nu
- Lambda Pi Eta
- Omicron Delta Epsilon
- Omicron Delta Kappa
- Phi Alpha Theta
- Phi Beta Kappa
- Phi Kappa Phi
- Phi Sigma Tau
- Pi Alpha Alpha
- Pi Delta Phi
- Pi Kappa Lambda
- Pi Mu Epsilon
- Pi Sigma Alpha
- Sigma Delta Pi
- Sigma Iota Rho
- Sigma Tau Delta
- Sigma Theta Tau
- Tau Beta Pi
Schedule of Activities • May 6, 2005

11:00 a.m.

College of Marine Studies..............................................Cannon Lab, Room 104
Sharp Campus, Lewes

11:30 a.m.–1:30 p.m.

Luncheon hosted by President David Roselle
and Provost Daniel Rich ..............................................Bob Carpenter Center

2:30 p.m.

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources.........................Mitchell Hall
College of Arts and Sciences..................................Trabant University Center,
Multipurpose Room
Alfred Lerner College of Business and Economics ..........Purnell Hall, Room 115
College of Engineering..................................................Pearson Hall Auditorium
College of Health and Nursing Sciences......................Trabant University Center,
Theater
College of Human Services, Education and Public Policy .........Clayton Hall
  Department of Consumer Studies ..................................Room 101B
  School of Education..................................................Room 128
  Department of Hotel, Restaurant
  and Institutional Management ..................................Room 101A
  Department of Individual and Family Studies................Room 120
  School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy ....................Room 119

6:00 p.m.

Division of Professional
and Continuing Studies ............................................Clayton Hall, Room 101 A/B
Key to abbreviations

AG  College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
AS  College of Arts and Sciences
BE  Alfred Lerner College of Business and Economics
CE  Division of Professional and Continuing Studies
EG  College of Engineering
HN  College of Health and Nursing Sciences
HP  College of Human Services, Education and Public Policy
MS  Graduate College of Marine Studies
US  University Studies

GR  Graduate
UG  Undergraduate

Honor Societies: An asterisk (*) after an honor society awardee’s name indicates a previously inducted honor society member.

Note
Unless otherwise noted, all students listed in this program have a cumulative grade point index of 3.0 or higher. Additional students may be honored at the ceremonies of their particular undergraduate college.
UNIVERSITY AWARDS are presented in recognition of University-wide or national achievement.

**Excellence-in-Teaching Faculty Award**
Michael Greenberg, Mechanical Engineering
Paul Head, Music
Gerard Hoefling, Psychology
Amy Johnson, Nursing
The University honors faculty members with monetary awards for excellence in teaching made available with funds from the Office of the President and the Office of the Provost.

**Excellence-in-Teaching Teaching Assistant Award**
Jorge Garcia, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Therese Rizzo, English
A monetary award for a teaching assistant for excellence in teaching.

**Excellence in Undergraduate Academic Advising Award**
Brian Hanson, Geography
This monetary award is given to emphasize the importance of excellent academic advising, to recognize and reward excellent faculty advisors, and to encourage faculty to devote their time and attention to becoming more effective advisors. This campus-wide recognition indicates to students, parents, faculty, and the University community that academic advising is a valued part of the student’s education at the University.

**Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship**
Agata A. Bielska, AS
Geoffrey M. Oxberry, EG
James J. Parris, AS
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation was established in 1986 to honor Senator Barry M. Goldwater and was designed to foster and encourage outstanding students to pursue careers in the fields of mathematics, the natural sciences, and engineering.

**Marshall Scholarship**
Nicholas P. Klingaman, AS
Marshall Scholarships were founded in Great Britain in 1953 by an Act of Parliament. These scholarships were established to thank the people of the United States for the assistance received under the Marshall Plan developed by General George C. Marshall after World War II. Marshall Scholarships are awarded to about 40 students per year and provide opportunities for American students who have demonstrated academic excellence to continue their studies at a university of their choice in Great Britain. Recipients of this highly competitive scholarship must have an outstanding academic record with a minimum grade point average of 3.7. They also must have demonstrated leadership ability and the potential to make significant contributions to society.

**Truman Scholarship**
Dalit M. Gulak, AS
Thomas W. Isherwood, AS
The Truman Scholarship Foundation was established by Congress in 1975 as a federal memorial to President Harry S. Truman. The Foundation awards scholarships for college students to attend graduate school in preparation for careers in government or elsewhere in public service. Recipients of this highly competitive
University Awards

scholarship must be United States citizens, have an outstanding record of academic achievement and leadership ability, and be committed to careers in government or the not-for-profit sector.

**Alexander J. Taylor, Sr. Award for Outstanding Senior**
William A. Tisdale III, EG
This monetary award is given by the University of Delaware Alumni Association to the outstanding senior man who has demonstrated the qualities of scholarship, leadership, citizenship and character exemplified by Mr. Taylor, a dedicated and loyal friend and alumnus of the University.

**Emalea P. Warner Award for Outstanding Senior**
Samantha Foy, HN
This monetary award is given by the University of Delaware Alumni Association to the outstanding senior woman who has demonstrated scholarship, leadership, citizenship and character exemplified by Mrs. Warner, a champion of education in the State of Delaware.

**AAUP Undergraduate Student Award**
Jennifer H. Adams, HN
Christine M. Tate, EG
The University of Delaware Chapter of the American Association of University Professors has established a monetary award to be given to graduating seniors who have been accepted into graduate school and are planning on an academic career. Students who demonstrate excellence in scholarship, character, and have been engaged in community service are eligible for the award.

**AAUW Award Newark Branch**
Olajumoke Fadugba, AS
An annual monetary award to an outstanding senior woman, based on academic achievement and leadership in service on the campus and in the community. A minimum index of 3.25 is required.

**Alumni Honors Day Book Award**
Fran L. Nadel, HP
Alana Kheyfets, BE
Dara S. Missan, HN
Jamie R. Pool, AG
Alessandra B. Schneider, AS
Aaron M. Wolff, EG
Award to a sophomore or junior in each college who has a sincere desire for knowledge and has participated in extracurricular activities designed to help fellow students achieve academic success.

**Mae Carter Award**
Stacy L. Huntoon, EG
Yvette Boyd Pratt, HN
A monetary award given in honor of Mae Carter, former Assistant Provost for Women’s Affairs and Executive Director of the Commission on the Status of Women. The award recognizes a returning adult woman student at the University who has demonstrated strong commitment to scholarship and service to women.

**Bessie Collins Award**
Carol E. Breeding, HP
This monetary award was established in memory of the former Dean of Women, Bessie B. Collins, an early advocate and supporter of continuing education for women. The award is given to a returning adult woman student who has demonstrated future promise,
overcome special difficulties, and contributed to the University and greater community.

**Down Under Endowment Trust Scholarships**
Yvonne L. Sanya, HP
Several scholarships are awarded in recognition of demonstrated leadership in student government activities and academic performance.

**Milton L. Draper ’22 Student-Alumni Relations Scholarship**
Jeffrey M. Haas, BE
Elizabeth Wong, BE
These scholarships were established in honor of Milton L. Draper ’22, former University of Delaware Alumni Association president and Sigma Nu fraternity member. They are awarded to sophomores or juniors who have demonstrated outstanding leadership, dedication and enthusiasm for the University and value student-alumni interaction.

**Geis Student Research on Women Award**
Hillary Murtha, 1st Place, AS, GR
Laura T. Brady, 2nd Place, HP, GR
Terry Lilley, 1st Place, AS, UG
Grace Patterson, 2nd Place, US, UG
Monetary awards to an undergraduate and graduate student in recognition of their outstanding research papers on women.

**Harward Fellows**
James C. Harding, AS
Jane I. Lim, AS
Scott E. Kasprzak, EG
Daniel A. Mason, AS
Jane M. Tippett, AS
Monetary awards are presented to senior Honors Degree with Distinction candidates with outstanding academic and research accomplishments for full-time research in the Winter Session of the senior year. This award is in honor of Donald W. Harward, the founding director of the University Honors Program.

**Panel of Distinguished Seniors**
Joshua Aaron Gerstenblith, BE
Brittany K. Hitz, HP
Nicholas P. Klingaman, AS
Michelle A. Morges, AG
William A. Tisdale III, EG
Claire M. Zelinskas, HN
A monetary award in recognition of outstanding scholarship to a panel comprised of one senior in each college. Selection requires a minimum index of 3.5 with 15 credit hours average each semester and 75 percent of the total credit hours earned at the University. Outstanding personal qualities are also considered.

**Phi Beta Kappa Clift and DeArmond Award**
Andrea C. Lang, AS
Awarded on the basis of outstanding intellectual promise to sophomores enrolled in curricula that would qualify them for eventual election as members in course of Phi Beta Kappa. A monetary award is made to the recipient.

**Phi Beta Kappa Annual Herbert Ellis Newman Award**
Kenneth J. Bell, AS
Awarded on the basis of outstanding intellectual promise to juniors enrolled in curricula that would qualify them for eventual election as members of Phi Beta Kappa. A monetary award is made to the recipient.
George and Margaret Collins Seitz Award
Holly Ungerhueleh, AS
Matthew M. Ardakanian, HP
Presented to freshmen or sophomores who have demonstrated unusual traits of fine character and who are likely in succeeding years to exert influence on others in developing the same qualities.

Intercolleges Awards are presented to students whose course of study may be interdepartmental, or awards whose criteria include selection from one or more departments.

Irma Ayers Scholar Award
Sarah K. Raffensperger, HN
Ashley M. Wilson, HP
A monetary award to a sophomore in the department of CNST, HRIM, IFST or Nutrition and Dietetics major with the highest cumulative index for the first three semesters of enrollment at the University.

Bill N. Baron Fellowship
Ozgenc Ebil, EG
Holly L. Schaeffer, EG
Recipients must be carrying out or have recently completed an exceptional piece of supervised research in engineering, science or energy policy in the renewable energy field with a strong preference for research emphasizing photovoltaics. Awarded to a graduate and an undergraduate student.

Bunnell Family Scholarship Fund
Jennifer L. Cascarino, AG
Nikki L. Ennis, EG
Kyle P. Glover, AS
Jared D. Lander, AS
Scholarships given to recognize outstanding students majoring in any discipline with an emphasis on technical studies. Selection is based upon academic performance.

Delaware Association of Family and Consumer Sciences Preprofessional/Graduate Award
Jennifer L. Turner, HN
The purpose of this award is to recognize and promote commitment and leadership in the preprofessional/graduate student section of the American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences.

Delaware Association of School Administrators Award (DASA)
Danielle C. Clark, AS
Reagan E. Hastings, HP
An award presented by the Delaware Association of School Administrators to a graduating senior in education who has demonstrated outstanding qualities of scholarship, leadership and character and gives promise of making a meaningful contribution to the teaching profession.

Delaware Retired School Personnel Association Award
Sean T. O’Grady, HP
An award presented to a junior education major who is a Delaware resident and who has graduated from a Delaware public high school. Student must be in good standing academically and demonstrate good character.

Delta Kappa Gamma International Society Award, Alpha Chapter
Sara E. Dickey, HP, Senior
Kathryn L. Herman, HN, Junior
Alexandra R. Patterson, HP, Sophomore
Ashley N. Vent, AG, Freshman
Monetary awards are presented to a full-time freshman, sophomore, junior and senior enrolled in a teacher education program. Selection is based upon outstanding scholarship and active participation in education-related activities. The student should exhibit qualities that demonstrate future promise in the field of education.

Education Alumni Association Scholarships
Tiffany L. Koontz, HP, Education Alumni Scholarship
Casey L. Naumann, HP, Frank B. Murray Scholarship
Karen M. Anderson, HP, Claude Spencer Scholarship
Kyle J. Somers, AS, History Education, William B. Keene Scholarship
Scholarships presented by the School of Education's Alumni Association to juniors or seniors in a teacher education program who exhibit exceptional promise as educators.

Paynter Memorial Prize
Brian P. Gladnick, AS
A monetary award to the senior with the highest academic index and outstanding personal qualities who is pursuing medical school.

Phi Delta Kappa Award
Amber M. Brooks, AS
Amanda M. Cascio, HP
An award presented by the Delaware chapter of Phi Delta Kappa to an undergraduate teacher education student who shows evidence and promise of excellence in educational research.

Recognition of Outstanding Student Teachers
Shari E. Bauman, Health and Physical Education
Amanda M. Cascio, Early Childhood Special Education
Laura M. Castellano, Psychology Education
Danielle C. Clark, Spanish Education
Loretta A. Conaty, Agriculture Education
Neil J. Delson, Music Education
Gregory J. Deveney, Mathematics Education
Sarah E. Dickey, Elementary Teacher Education
Keri A. Doherty, Elementary Teacher Education
Jane M. Eoppolo, Early Childhood Education
Laurie B. Erickson, Elementary Teacher Education
Tammy L. Garber, Mathematics Education
Kelley L. Gilbert, Elementary Teacher Education
Dawn A. Helch, German Education
Megan E. Henry, Elementary Teacher Education
Alexandra B. Hervish, History Education
Nicole B. Hitchen, Biology Education
Sarah L. Hussey, Early Childhood Education (K-4)
Amy R. Kissell, English Education
Michelle S. Koslow, Elementary Teacher Education
Stacy D. Krise, Elementary Teacher Education
Erica L. LaBar, Elementary Teacher Education
Michelle E. Martin, Elementary Teacher Education
Megan P. Narducci, Psychology Education
Jason J. Pope, Political Science Education
Jennifer L. Ryan, Biology Education
Kimberly A. Schafer, Elementary Teacher Education
Megan J. Slocomb, Elementary Teacher Education
Sara M. Soriente, Earth Science Education
Diane M. Szabo, Elementary Teacher Education
Kori B. Talbott, Health and Physical Education
Ashley L. Vagnoni, Spanish Education
Alia Vayda, English Education
Krista N. Velez, Music Education
Erin J. Westcott, Earth Science Education
Adrienne N. Zappacosta, Early Childhood Education
Certificates are awarded to outstanding student teachers who have demonstrated their abilities to function as scholars, problem solvers, and partners in a classroom environment. Demonstrated abilities in
planning and implementing exceptional lessons; developing rapport with children, colleagues, and parents; and incorporating suggestions and new ideas into their best teaching practices are acknowledged.

**Amy Rextrew Award**
Allison L. Behrle, HN, Junior
Cori A. Chascione, HP, Junior
Sarah A. Burger, HN, Senior
Nathan L. Metz, HP, Senior
Megan M. Sohasky, HN, Senior
A monetary award presented to a senior and a junior in consumer studies; hotel, restaurant and institutional management; individual and family studies; or nutrition and dietetics who possess outstanding qualities of scholarship, leadership and character, plus an appreciation of the values that are basic to success in their chosen fields.

**Amy Rextrew Graduate Student Award**
Guadalupe L. Mangialavori, HN/Master’s
Erin M. Walker, HP/Master’s
Jean Marie St. Clair-Christman, HP/Doctoral
A monetary award to master’s and Ph.D. candidates who are working toward graduate degrees in hotel, restaurant and institutional management, individual and family studies or nutrition and dietetics. In addition to outstanding scholarship, the students should demonstrate potential leadership to the profession.

**Dan Roarty Memorial Scholarships**
Jennifer L. Lawrence, AG
Janelle A. Konchar, EG
Scholarships provided by the Wilmington Section of the Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society to one junior-year student in the College of Engineering and one junior-year student in the biore sources engineering department in the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources with a 3.0 GPA or better, and who demonstrate leadership, an interest in national-level professional societies, a willingness to volunteer in engineering interactions beyond the University curriculum, and an interest in the field of instrumentation and controls.

**Marion H. Steele Symposium Award**
(To be announced)
First and second place awards to both undergraduate and graduate students in recognition of outstanding research papers which address issues or topics of concern to family and consumer sciences.

**UDLAPS Library Student Assistant Scholarship**
Susanne J. Ingle
The University of Delaware Library Assembly of Professional Staff (UDLAPS) awards a Library Student Assistant Scholarship toward attending a graduate library education program. The scholarship recognizes library student assistants who demonstrate outstanding student service, a commitment to librarianship, and leadership potential.

**Wall Street Journal Award**
Laura V. Eichman, BE
Erika D. Farris, AG
A commemorative medallion and a one-year subscription to an outstanding student in food and resource economics and to an outstanding student in business and economics in recognition of exceptional achievement.

**Wilmington West Rotary Club Scholarships**
Michelle M. Manson, EG
Edwin L. Stein Jr., EG
Oliver C. Western, BE
Several scholarships are awarded to upperclassmen majoring in either business and economics, or engineering.
COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENT AWARDS are presented to students in recognition of achievements within the college and their various departments.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

College Awards

Alpha Zeta Prize
Karin T. Burghardt
Award given by the Delaware Chapter of Alpha Zeta to the highest ranking sophomore student in the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Dean’s Award for Student Excellence
Brooke A. Bacas, Animal and Food Sciences
Steven T. Ernst, Food and Resource Economics
Lisa Vormwald, Entomology and Wildlife Ecology
Geneva B. Wirth, Plant and Soil Sciences
Erin A. Zimich, Bioresources Engineering
Award given to an outstanding senior in each department, as determined by a faculty committee. Nominees must have a minimum GPA of 3.0 and must demonstrate evidence of success in leadership, academics and service throughout their undergraduate careers. Demonstrated commitment to the department or to the College through undergraduate research; involvement in a student organization is preferred.

School/Department Awards

Animal and Food Sciences Faculty Award
Catherine A. Connolly
Danielle M. Diamond
Presented to a senior major in Animal Science and a senior major in Food Science. Recipients are selected on the basis of academic achievement (minimum 3.0 GPA) and outstanding potential in animal and food sciences. The award consists of a certificate and a monetary award from faculty contributions.

Dale F. Bray Award
Heather E. Roettger
Award honoring a former department chair and presented to a student in the Department of Entomology and Wildlife Ecology in recognition of significant scholarly achievement, enthusiasm for learning, and embodiment of the conservation ethic. Award consists of a certificate and a book.

Department of Food and Resource Economics Outstanding Senior Awards
Steven T. Ernst
Ashley E. Kroon
Heather L. O’Neill
Meredith L. Stevenson
These awards are given to outstanding seniors in each of the department’s affiliated majors in recognition of the student’s accomplishments. This award is based on the recommendation of a department member and considers the student’s GPA (minimum of 3.0); accomplishments in department, college, and university service; and recognition of research and other scholarly activities.
Henry E. Bearman Scholarship
Matthew M. Loiacono
Maia T. Tatinaux
Awarded to a junior or senior majoring in Natural Resource Management in the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Award is based on the student’s academic performance (minimum 3.0 GPA), service to others and interest in the outdoors.

Entomology and Wildlife Ecology Faculty Award
Eric L. Ludwig
Emily S. Kauffman
Beth A. Wisotzkey
Presented to department majors who demonstrate significant scholarly achievement (minimum 3.0 GPA), enthusiasm for learning, and potential for professional success. The award consists of a certificate and a book.
College Awards

Arts and Humanities Scholarship
Laura R. Armstrong
Margaret K. Ferger
Bruce R. Fox
Michael P. McDonald
Naomi J. Moore
Several scholarships are awarded annually to students majoring in history education and art history. Selection is based upon academic performance.

School/Department Awards

Mark and Cara Alexander Marching Band Award for Excellence
Courtney L. Moore
A monetary award to a member of the Blue Hen Marching Band who exhibits an outstanding commitment to the marching band program, excels in his/her talent, possesses and demonstrates leadership ability, and clearly exhibits pride and spirit in the University of Delaware.

Alpha Lambda Delta Excellence-in-Teaching Award
Devon Miller-Duggan
An award recognizing outstanding teaching of first-year students. Alpha Lambda Delta members select the recipient of this award.

Alumni Undergraduate Award in History
Lowell J. Silverman
Anne Marie Steadman
Monetary awards to two junior or senior history majors with the highest history grade point averages and an overall grade point average of 3.5 and above. Eligibility is limited to students who have taken at least five history courses and HIST 268.

American Chemical Society Award in Analytical Chemistry
Charlotte A. Mason
Presented to an undergraduate chemistry major for outstanding classroom and laboratory performance in the area of analytical chemistry. The award consists of a year’s subscription to the journal Analytical Chemistry.

American Chemical Society Award in Chemistry
James J. Parris
Award for outstanding scholarship and achievement to a junior majoring in chemistry or biochemistry. The award consists of a year’s membership in the ACS, a year’s subscription to one of the ACS journals and a monetary prize. Financial support provided by the Alberta E. Edge Fund.

American Institute of Chemists Award in Chemistry
Christopher W. amEnde
Award to a graduating senior in chemistry or biochemistry who, on the basis of a demonstrated record of leadership ability, character, and scholastic achievement, has shown potential for advancement of the chemical profession. The award includes a monetary prize. Financial support provided by the Alberta E. Edge Fund.

Award for Excellence in the Geosciences
Bailey L. Dugan
A monetary award to an outstanding junior or senior in geology, geophysics or environmental science with emphasis in geology who has demonstrated academic excellence in the geosciences.
Awards for Excellence in Spanish Studies
Best Graduate Student Essay
Gabriela M. Blue
Awarded for the best essay by a graduate student in Spanish Studies.

Awards for Excellence in Spanish Studies
Best Essay in Upper-division Hispanic Literature Courses
Kelley C. Pastic
Awarded for the best essay in an undergraduate upper-division course in Hispanic literature.

Awards for Excellence in Spanish Studies
Outstanding Student in Hispanic Literary Survey Courses
Bethany A. Lichtenberg
Awarded to a student for outstanding work in an undergraduate Peninsular or Spanish American literary survey course.

Awards for Excellence in Spanish Studies
Janet Murdock Prize for Study Abroad
Teresa C. Casella
This award is intended to facilitate a full semester of study abroad for an undergraduate student. Student must participate in a Spanish language program offered by the University of Delaware.

Baxter-Sloyer Graduate Teaching Award
Jason M. Jacobs
Nakia A. Rimmer
Awarded to graduate teaching assistants in mathematical sciences who have demonstrated superior effectiveness in teaching and in the performance of their responsibilities.

Kevin Scott Beall Memorial Award
Patrick J. Knerr
A monetary award given annually to the most outstanding freshman majoring in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry in memory of Mr. Beall, a graduate of the department.

Lewis White Beck Philosophy Prize
John B. Karas
Awarded to senior majors in philosophy who, by virtue of grade point average in philosophy and general work, rank highest in the class.

Grace F. and Theodore Berger Scholarship
Diane M. Roberts Jones
A tuition credit to a student in the Department of Music who demonstrates the humanitarianism, professionalism, integrity, and unselfishness exemplified by Mr. and Mrs. Berger.

Biological Science Undergraduate Research Award
Erin E. Kenaley
Award given to a Biological Science senior, who will enter a graduate or combined MD/PhD program. The student must have a superior academic record and have shown exceptional ability in research while at the University of Delaware as evidenced by publication or presentations at scientific meetings.

Biological Science Academic Excellence Award
Joseph S. Fotos
This award is given each year to the Biological Science senior who best displays overall academic excellence which goes beyond classroom performance.

Theodore E. D. Braun French Undergraduate Student Award
Lauren E. Ware
This award consists of a certificate and a cash prize. The French faculty select an outstanding student majoring in a French studies concentra-
tion for a B.A. in foreign languages and literatures, or in French education. An overall GPA of 3.0 and a GPA of 3.4 in the major are minimum requirements.

**Edwin C. Buxbaum Award**
Kendra C. Hennig
A monetary award to senior anthropology majors with the highest grade point average in anthropology.

**Wallace H. Carothers Scholarship**
Tapan P. Patel
A monetary award to the most outstanding sophomore student in chemistry or biochemistry, to commemorate the achievements of this pioneer in polymer chemistry.

**William D. Clark Prize**
Richard J. Seagraves II
A monetary award presented only when a senior majoring in mathematics has, in the opinion of the department, unusual ability in the area.

**Evelyn Holst Clift Award**
Anne Marie Steadman
Kristi R. Weiner
Monetary awards are given to two or more outstanding senior history majors. The award is made in memory of Dr. Evelyn Holst Clift, faculty member from 1942 until 1975.

**Frank W. Collins Undergraduate Award in Biochemistry**
Amanda L. Peters
Presented to an undergraduate biochemistry or chemistry major for outstanding classroom and laboratory performance in the area of biochemistry. The award consists of an honorarium funded by the Frank W. Collins Endowment.

**Computer and Information Sciences Graduate Teaching Assistant Award**
Sara E. Sprenkle
A monetary award given to a CIS graduate teaching assistant in recognition of teaching excellence. The recipient is selected by the CIS department tenure-track faculty.

**Computer and Information Sciences Outstanding Student Award**
Daniel S. Roche
A monetary prize, provided by a Unisys Corporation grant, is awarded to CIS students in recognition of outstanding achievement in academic leadership.

**Computer and Information Sciences Outstanding Sophomore Award**
Matthew C. Rein
Exemplary freshman year academic performance is recognized by a monetary award to a current CIS sophomore, provided by a grant from the Unisys Corporation.

**Cyrus L. Day Memorial Scholarship**
Marie M. McMearty
Annual scholarship awarded to a French, English, and/or Dramatics major. Selection is based upon academic performance.

**Delaware Academy of Science Award**
Jennifer E. Anne
Elliott Rivera
An award to encourage continued study that is given to outstanding male and female junior Geology majors who have demonstrated skills for achievement in science and technology.
Delaware State Music Teachers’ Association Award
Anna R. Parks
A monetary award from DSMTA to the bachelor of music student who demonstrates the highest level of proficiency on his or her instrument.

DeLoache Music Award
Daniel M. Goldstein
A monetary award to the marching band member who exhibits the highest standard of leadership and enthusiasm, scholarship, and musicianship.

Department of Art History Faculty Award for Academic Excellence
Kathryn S. LaPrad
A monetary award to a senior major with the highest academic index.

Department of Communication Faculty Award
Leah A. Geib
An award presented to an outstanding senior major who, in the opinion of the faculty, has superior potential for graduate study and university teaching in the field of communication.

Department of Fine Arts & Visual Communications Faculty Award
Michael Joseph Matarese
A cash award to a graduating senior in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field of art.

Robert J. Di Pietro Award
Stephen W. Adams
An award established to honor Dr. Robert J. Di Pietro, former chair of foreign languages and literatures and founder of the Italian program at the University. The award recognizes an outstanding student of second-year Italian who intends to study further in that area.

Robert J. Di Pietro Award for Undergraduate Achievement in Linguistics and Cognitive Science
Lindsay A. Charles
This award, in memory of Professor Robert Di Pietro, is given to the outstanding graduating senior or seniors in linguistics or cognitive science.

Paul Dolan Undergraduate Fellowship
Michael J. Hoffman
Established in memory of professor Paul Dolan and his contributions to the political science department, University and state, a tuition award is made to the student who is majoring in political science and who “shows by scholarship and character the greatest promise for the study of law for the public good.”

Quaesita Drake Scholarships
Agata A. Bielska
Charlotte A. Mason
Monetary award to an outstanding junior or senior woman who is a chemistry or biochemistry major, on the basis of academic accomplishment and potential and excellence of character. The award is established in memory of Quaesita Drake, faculty member from 1917 until 1955.

Elizabeth Dyer Awards for Excellence in Chemistry and Biochemistry
Heather S. Egolf-Fox
Amanda L. Peters
Monetary awards are given to senior majors in recognition of out-
standing performance in one or more of the following areas: scholar-
ship, research and service to the Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry. The award honors Elizabeth Dyer, faculty member
from 1933 until 1971.

Elizabeth Dyer Awards to Graduate Teaching Assistants for
Excellence in Teaching
Lisa A. Haines
Emily C. McCusker
Danny Ramadan
Ronak V. Rughani
Chapman M. Wright
Monetary awards are given to recognize graduate teaching assistants
in the department for excellent achievement in the teaching of
chemistry.

East Asian Studies Book Award
Megan R. Strumbeck
Devin C. Varsalona
Monetary awards are given to junior EASP majors with the highest
GPA in the major (must be over 3.25 after having taken 5 courses/15
credits or more in EASP beyond the basic language requirements)
and with an overall GPA of 3.0 or better. The second is to be given to
a student who minors in EAST or EASL, with the highest GPA (above
3.25) in the minor after 3 courses/9 credits in the program (beyond
the basic language requirements in the case of EASL), and an overall
GPA of 3.0 or better.

East Asian Studies Scholarship
Jacqueline E. Teti
A monetary award is given to a senior EASP major with the highest
GPA in the major (must be over 3.25 after having taken 5 courses/15
credits or more in EASP beyond the basic language requirements)
and with an overall GPA of 3.0 or better.

Willard Allen Fletcher Prize
Michael D. McKain
A monetary award given to one history education major in honor of
former department chair Willard Allen Fletcher. The prize is awarded
for a student research paper that exhibits quality work that evidences
an authenticity of research and integrity in presentation and docu-
m entation.

Berwyn N. Fragner Memorial Scholarship
Jayson M. Dewey
Lauren M. Ferrillo
Kenna P. Plangemann
Natalie J. Torentinos
Monetary awards presented to outstanding history majors. Selection
is based upon academic performance and need.

William P. Frank Memorial Scholarship
Jocelyn D. Jones
An award established by family and donors to recognize a promising
student in the field of journalism.

French Faculty Award
Heather J. Johnson
An award for academic excellence and outstanding service to the
department.

Geography Faculty Award
Justin R. King
A monetary award to a senior geography major who, in the judgment
of the faculty, has best achieved academic excellence in geography.
Steven Geracimos Memorial Award
Sara R. Antoshkiw
A monetary award to an outstanding computer science major who has demonstrated both interest and aptitude for the subject, as characterized by Steven Geracimos.

Robert Geuder Prize
Lucas Matthew Watkins
The Robert Geuder Prize is awarded to a third-year Visual Communications major for proven creative excellence and demonstrated leadership.

Edmund S. Glenn Memorial Award
Jacqueline E. Turner
An award presented to an outstanding senior communication major who in the opinion of the department faculty exhibits the qualities characterized by Professor of Communication Edmund S. Glenn.

Laura L. Hickman Award
Caroline Alison Louise Letham
A monetary award to a junior or senior art major in recognition of creative excellence in the discipline of printmaking.

Sepp Hilsenrad Memorial Award
Michael J. Eith
A monetary award given to an outstanding student of German by the Delaware Sängerbund and Library Association, Inc.

Barbara Hughes Award
Ashley E. Bram-Johnson
Monetary awards to sophomore anthropology majors with the highest grade point average in anthropology.

Hypercube Scholar Award
Tyler A. Zimmerman
An award, presented by Hypercube Inc., is given to a senior chemistry major who has demonstrated academic excellence and significant involvement in computational chemistry or molecular modeling. This award consists of HyperChem software.

Italian Faculty Award of Excellence
Margaret L. Schlass
An award presented to the student who demonstrates the most progress in the acquisition of Italian during the first year.

Italo-Americans United Award
Samantha M. Desper
Matthew D. Jenkins
Stephanie E. Raible
Gina M. Zanella
Awards to outstanding students of Italian language and literature who have shown consistent excellence in their studies.

Italo-Americans United Di Pietro Memorial Plaque
Gina M. Zanella
An award presented to the most outstanding advanced student of Italian language and literature.

F. Warren James Memorial Award
Amanda J. McDonald
A monetary award to an outstanding voice major.

Edward G. and Naomi L. Jefferson Prize
Gracin M. Dorsey
The Jefferson Prize is given annually to an outstanding undergraduate or graduate music major to encourage ongoing research and
study. The money may be used for summer research, specialized study in performance or attendance at a music festival or workshop.

**Richard M. Johnson Jr. Memorial Award**  
**Liang-I Kang**  
A monetary award to the junior in biological sciences who best exemplifies the ideals of sound scholarship and intellectual leadership, actively pursues truth, and appreciates the significance of science to mankind.

**Ray E. Keesey Award**  
**Bethany A. Lichtenberg**  
An award made on the recommendation of the Department of Communication to the outstanding senior major each year.

**Hatem M. Khalil Memorial Award**  
**Anteneh A. Anteneh**  
A monetary award is made to a CIS major in recognition of outstanding achievement in software engineering.

**Hal Kierce Award**  
**Elizabeth M. Shaheen-Dumke**  
An award in memory of Hal Kierce to an outstanding senior communication/public relations student who exhibits the commitment to professional excellence which was characterized by Mr. Kierce.

**Halsey M. MacPhee Award**  
**Jason A. Vigunas**  
A monetary award and a certificate to the most outstanding senior psychology major.

**Lawrence Marshall Memorial Award**  
**Christopher K. Hamilton**  
A monetary award given to an outstanding student majoring in computer and information sciences who exemplifies the qualities of leadership and outstanding academic scholarship.

**Maryland-Delaware-D.C. Press Association Scholarship**  
(To be announced)  
An award established by the MDDC Press Association to recognize a promising student in the field of journalism. Journalism concentrators from Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia are eligible for consideration.

**Ross Mayhew Scholarship**  
(To be announced)  
One scholarship is awarded annually to an outstanding junior majoring in journalism. Selection is based upon academic performance and journalistic talent.

**Benjamin McLuckie Award**  
**Terry G. Lilley**  
**Carla N. Russell**  
A monetary award presented annually to the senior sociology major who best demonstrates the scholarship, dedication, and integrity that exemplified Professor McLuckie’s life and work.

**William E. Meakin Memorial Award**  
**Jayson M. Dewey**  
**James W. Nelson**  
**Matthew L. Simon**  
A monetary award to a junior or senior who meets the scholarship criteria of academic performance and who has a distinguished record of community service to commemorate a fine young man who loved his fellow human beings as much as he loved history.
College and School/Department Awards

Eugene F. and Catherine Melk Award in Art
Sara Jane Geiger
An award to a junior or senior art major, whose work represents, in the opinion of the art faculty, the most significant advance in personal artistic achievement during the student’s years of undergraduate study.

Eugene F. and Catherine Melk Award in Communication
Kelley C. Pastic
An award to a junior or senior communication major who has the highest grade point average, as determined by the communication department faculty.

Merck Index Awards
Olajumoke O. Fadugba
Matthew F. Roberts
A monetary award presented by Merck & Co., Inc. to students who have demonstrated both academic merit and the promise of future achievement in the field of chemistry. Financial support provided by the Alberta E. Edge Fund.

James Mercer Merrill Memorial Award
Kristen L. Geaman
Daniel H. Kanhofer
A monetary award given to outstanding juniors majoring in history. The award honors James Mercer Merrill, faculty member from 1966 until 1985.

James A. Moore Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Christopher W. amEnde
An honorarium presented to an undergraduate chemistry or biochemistry major for outstanding classroom and laboratory performance in the area of organic chemistry. The award honors James A. Moore, faculty member 1955–1988.

E. A. Nickerson Excellence in Journalism Award
(To be announced)
An award established to recognize an outstanding journalism student in honor of Professor Nickerson. The work encompasses all work done through the final week of classes.

George Nocito Art Award
Todd Tokuzo Miyashiro
A monetary award established by the faculty of the fine arts and visual communications department in memory of the late chair and awarded to a graduating senior in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field of art.

Joseph H. Noggle Undergraduate Award in Physical Chemistry
Mark P. Schopfer
An honorarium presented to an undergraduate chemistry or biochemistry major for outstanding classroom and laboratory performance in the area of physical chemistry. The award honors Joseph H. Noggle, faculty member 1971–1998.

David L. Norton Book Prize
Sophia Bishop
For the junior major in philosophy who has completed at least half of the major requirements with the highest average in philosophy.

Order of the Sons of Italy Award
Gina M. Esposito
Jessica E. Oswald
Joseph L. Tardio
Awards are given to outstanding juniors and seniors who have shown academic excellence in their Italian studies.
Outstanding Achievement in Graduate Studies in Art History Award
Melody B. Deusner
A certificate awarded to an outstanding graduate student in art history.

Outstanding Brother Award–Xi Mu Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity of America
Alan J. Cook
An award to a fraternity brother who demonstrates outstanding achievement in the areas of scholarship, chapter leadership and activities, and musical excellence. The recipient exemplifies all the qualities and ideals of the fraternity and must be an active member in the fraternity.

Outstanding Senior in Environmental Science
Nicholas P. Klingaman
A monetary award to the senior environmental science major who has best achieved academic excellence in environmental science.

Frank A. Pehrson Graduate Student Achievement Award in Computer and Information Sciences
Zhendong Wan
A travel allowance to attend a professional technical meeting given annually to one or more CIS graduate students in recognition of outstanding performance and future potential in the field.

Len Perfetti Memorial Award
William M. Gratton
A plaque and a cash award presented annually to the senior criminal justice major who best demonstrates the scholarship, leadership, determination to excel, and commitment to human service that characterized Len Perfetti’s life and career as a student.

Pi Kappa Lambda Award
Krista N. Velez
A monetary award given by faculty members of Pi Kappa Lambda to the senior music major with the highest cumulative index.

Theodore Presser Foundation Scholarship
Daniel S. Roche
A scholarship to a music major (who will be a senior in the upcoming academic year) in recognition of excellence in academics and music.

Psychology Faculty Award
Adelyn R. O’Hara
A monetary award and a certificate to the graduating senior psychology major with the highest overall grade point index.

Psychology Junior Award
Kristin M. Jackson
A monetary award and a certificate to the junior psychology major with the highest overall grade point index through five semesters.

Psychology Research Award
Emily K. Lichvar
The faculty recognizes the senior psychology majors who have completed the most significant undergraduate research project.

Quantum Leap Innovations Graduate Student Excellence Award
Min Li
This monetary award is given annually to a graduate student in computer science. The award recognizes excellence in the field of artificial intelligence.
Quantum Leap Innovations Outstanding Senior Award
Lewis H. Fishgold
A monetary prize is awarded to a senior computer science major in recognition of superior academic performance in computer science.

Carl J. and Eleanor Rees Scholarship
Michael J. Birenbaum
Robert V. Demarco
Kathleen B. Fagan
Nicole M. Ferrise
Jackson A. Kantruss
Karen S. Katz
Matthew J. Kistler
Chana M. Kuhns
Matthew B. Matheson
Stephanie E. Merkler
George R. Mitesser
Todd W. Molnar
Denise M. Murray
Emily A. Pretz
Daniel S. Roche
Kathryn E. Sharpe
Bonard B. Timmons III
Matthew B. Wells
Several scholarships are awarded to undergraduates majoring in mathematics. Selection is based upon academic performance.

Edward H. Rosenberry Undergraduate Writing Award
Paul S. Long
Douglas J. Manley
Andrea L. Peters
Adam G. Rothschild
Jane M. Tippett
Awarded annually from funds established by the late Professor Emeritus Edward H. Rosenberry to students for excellence in writing. The goal of these monetary awards is to increase faculty and student awareness that good writing matters, and that it matters to everyone. Additional monetary awards may be given.

Nellie Thompson Rudd Women’s Studies Awards
Stacey L. Callaway
Established by former University of Delaware President E.A. Trabant in memory of his mother, a monetary award to a graduating senior women’s studies major, and a monetary award to a graduating senior women’s studies minor with outstanding records of scholarship, leadership, and service in women’s studies.

Gene J. and Frances E. Schiavelli Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Christopher W. amEnde
Awarded annually to an undergraduate chemistry or biochemistry major who shows special promise as a research scientist, as demonstrated by work accomplished during his or her academic career. Selection of the scholarship recipient shall be made by the chairperson of the University of Delaware’s Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry from among candidates nominated by faculty in that department.

C. Frank Shaw III Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Brian S. Hanna
Presented to an undergraduate chemistry or biochemistry major for outstanding classroom and laboratory performance in the area of inorganic chemistry. The award is a monetary prize.
Lauri Pfeffer Shinn Memorial Award
Sreedevi Sampath
Tara L. Strobel
A monetary award given annually to one or more women CIS students in recognition of a contribution to the CIS department and/or in recognition of academic success.

Sigma Alpha Iota Honor Award
Jacquelyn R. Seaborg
A certificate presented to the Sigma Alpha Iota student who exhibits exceptional scholarship and general contribution to the music department and to the Chapter.

Sigma Alpha Iota Honor Certificate
Stephanie J. Janes
A certificate presented to the senior Sigma Alpha Iota member with the highest GPA of graduating seniors.

Sigma Delta Pi Book Award
Jacqueline M. Hornberger
The national Spanish honor society honors the new initiate in Spanish with the highest cumulative index.

Joel Silver Symposium Award
Daniel J. Cline, GR
This award, in memory of Joel Silver, a doctoral chemistry student killed in a traffic accident in his last year, recognizes excellent achievement in research as well as a highly professional presentation of results. The award includes a monetary prize.

Glenn S. Skinner Memorial Award
Juliana K. Kretsinger
This stipend, in honor of Dr. Skinner, who was a member of the chemistry faculty 1928–1958, is presented for distinction in scholarship, research, and service to the department.

Eugenia Slavov Memorial Scholarship
Kaitlin S. Carter, Italian
Nicholas R. Johnson, Russian
Awards to an outstanding junior or senior in Italian and to an outstanding junior or senior in Russian.

Robert E. Snyder Band Award/Scholarship
Kelly J. Strayer
Tuition credit award to the marching band member judged the leader in musicianship, scholarship, and contributing the most to the total band program at the University.

Julian Steward Award
Emma J. Llanso
A monetary award to a junior anthropology major with the highest grade point average in anthropology.

E. Lyman Stewart Internship
Anne L. Peightel
Matthew L. Simon
A stipend awarded to junior or senior history majors for 10-week internships at a local historical agency.

Margaret Lynam Tindall Memorial Prize in English Literature
Mary E. Paris
A monetary award by the English department to its senior major with the highest cumulative average in English.
David J. Toman Art Conservation Award
Erica L. Cooney
This award, in memory of art conservation student David J. Toman, recognizes a senior art conservation student who has best demonstrated a commitment to the importance and value of the preservation of cultural property through internship, volunteer service and academic activities. This award can be used for travel, study, or to further the student’s career goals.

Robert Barrie Ulin Award
Bruce A. Coletta Jr.
Eva B. Koehler
Alicia L. Oman
Camille A. Sawak
A monetary book award to outstanding seniors in political science and in international relations together with an inscription of the names on a plaque.

Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Heather S. Egolf-Fox
A monetary award given to the graduating senior in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry who best exemplifies scholarship in analytical chemistry.

Trudy H. Vinson Memorial Scholarship
Amanda M. Antonucci
Awarded to the outstanding junior in the Department of Art History.

Visual Communications Faculty Senior Awards, Department of Fine Arts and Visual Communications
Bryan J. Davis, Illustration
Jenna L. Holcombe, Graphic Design
Brian D. Kadar, Advertising Design
Cash awards to graduating seniors in visual communications in recognition of creative excellence in the field of visual communications.

Carl A. von Frankenberg Undergraduate Award in Chemistry Education
Andrea L. Drewes

Dr. Marion E. Wiley Memorial Award
Marissa D. Brown
A monetary award to a non-major student of German who demonstrates superior scholarship, appreciation, and skill in courses beyond the intermediate level.

Stephen J. Wolfe Memorial Scholarship
Janine Janoski
Awarded to a student entering the senior year majoring in mathematics who has demonstrated both love and talent for the subject, qualities personified by Professor Wolfe.

Women’s Studies Awards of Special Merit
Stacey L. Callaway, major
Erin P. Foley, major
Rachel L. Kassman, major
Carolyn M. Kindelan, major
Alondra R. Pacheco, major
Allyson N. Short, major
Andrew P. Soper, major
Jennifer L. Barron, minor
Elizabeth A. Bell, minor
Marissa Daidone, minor
Molly K. Fletcher, minor
Lauren B. Johnston, minor
Amanda L. Koppel, minor
Alanna M. Lynch, minor
Geneva B. Wirth, minor

Certificates are presented to honor graduating women's studies majors and minors with distinguished academic records.

**Gladys and Harry David Zutz Award**

Devin C. Varsalona

This monetary award honors a rising senior woman in the Department of Political Science and International Relations who is interested in pursuing a career in public service or participating in public life.
College Awards

**Thomas Baranello Scholarship**
Julia M. Doppes
One scholarship is awarded annually to a business and economics student. Preference is given to a junior accounting major. Selection is based upon academic performance and college recommendation.

**Diamond State Financial Group Scholarship Award**
Katherine Dillon
A monetary award presented to an outstanding junior in the Lerner College of Business and Economics. The student must have an interest in entering a sales and marketing career upon graduation. Preference given to residents of the Delaware Valley area.

**Lerner College of Business and Economics Alumni Award**
Kathryn Philson
A monetary award presented by the alumni association to a student in recognition of outstanding scholarship and qualities which reflect leadership potential.

**Blaine G. Schmidt MBA Award**
Joanna L. Okonowicz
An award to an outstanding MBA student who demonstrates academic achievement and service to the University and the community. It is in honor of Blaine G. Schmidt, first chair of business administration and director of the MBA program from 1976 until 1981.

School/Department Awards

**Deloitte and Touche Scholarship Award**
Patrice F. Hughes
Elise Reardon Wynn
A monetary award to one of the top five junior accounting majors who demonstrates writing ability, apparent willingness to accept professional responsibility and a variety of extracurricular activities.

**Department of Accounting Outstanding Achievement Award for Junior Majors**
Devin Cahill
Joseph A. Campbell
Bing L. Cheung
Megan Delany
John J. Imuszinnik Jr.
Kelly Louise O’Hara
Ryan Christopher Washall
Kate Lynn Welde
Elise Reardon Wynn
Engraved plaques given in recognition of highest academic achievement to accounting juniors.

**Department of Accounting Panel of Distinguished Seniors**
Joshua A. Gerstenblith
Julia E. Neikirk
Melanie Kathleen Zinn
Engraved plaques given in recognition of highest academic achievement to accounting seniors.

**Department of Business Administration Panel of Distinguished Seniors**
Emily Burek
Sarah Hartsock
Greg Jabs
Sandy Peneda
James Plack
Matthew Volk
Plaques awarded to seniors in business administration in recognition of academic achievement and professional excellence in their major.

**Department of Business Administration Outstanding Junior Award**
Joshua Hauserman
Jenna Barson
Michele Neher
Gina Esposito
Joseph Hoffman
Kerri Warner
Plaques awarded to juniors in business administration in recognition of highest academic achievement.

**Department of Economics Panel of Distinguished Seniors**
Kenneth J. Bell
Michael P. Casey
Elizabeth A. Harker
Thomas W. Isherwood
Matthew J. Kistler
Ronessa A. Selfridge
Engraved plaques given in recognition of highest academic achievement to seniors in economics.

**Department of Finance Distinguished Panel of Seniors Award**
Deanna L. Buxton
Laura V. Eichman
Matthew C. Fanandakis
Caitlin M. Guthinger
Ronesa A. Selfridge
Aubrey Stuempfle
Sara L. Vandermark
Plaques awarded to seniors in recognition of academic achievement and professional excellence in the field of finance.

**Department of Finance Outstanding Junior Award**
Jessica L. Berry
Michael I. Hertz
Ryan E. Morgan
Kelly L. O’Hara
Deepak Verma
Plaques awarded to juniors in finance in recognition of highest academic achievement.

**Henry J. Donnelly Memorial Prize**
Julia Elizabeth Neikirk
A plaque presented to a senior accounting major with an interest in law or taxes.

**Albert H. Dunn III Business Administration Award**
Kellie Parkin
A plaque and a monetary award is presented to an outstanding senior in the department.

**Bruce Evans Memorial Award**
Joshua Aaron Gerstenblith
A monetary award from a fund provided by Mr. and Mrs. Isador Evans to senior accounting majors with the highest indexes and best records in conduct and school citizenship. The names are recorded on a plaque donated by Alpha Epsilon Pi social fraternity and located in the Lerner College of Business and Economics.
Financial Executives Institute Junior Scholarship Award
Deepak Verma
Kate Lynn Welde
A monetary award from the Delaware Chapter of the Financial Executives Institute to accounting and finance juniors who have excelled academically and have an interest in entering industry.

Financial Executives Institute Senior Medallion Prize
Caitlin Marie Guthinger
A medallion from the Delaware Chapter of the Financial Executives Institute to an accounting or finance senior who excels in scholarship and leadership and who is interested in entering industry.

Jeffrey Heimann Memorial Award
Devin Cahill
Kelly Louise O’Hara
A monetary award established with funds provided through contributions in memory of Jeffrey Heimann to a rising senior accounting major who has demonstrated superior academic performance.

Hutchinson Scholars Program
Timothy M. Canonico
Audrey R. Dandoy
Chelsea L. Erickson
Matthew L. Simon
Jason P. Tarasco
Scholarships awarded annually to juniors majoring in economics who have exhibited outstanding scholarship, leadership potential and qualities of integrity and character. Hutchinson Scholars are responsible for arranging the Hutchinson Lecture.

Charles N. Lanier Economics Prize
Kenneth J. Bell, AS
A monetary award to a senior economics major with the highest cumulative grade point index completing at least four semesters at the University.

Charles N. Lanier Economics Scholarship Award
Laura A. Tymon, BE
A monetary award given to a sophomore economics major on the basis of outstanding academic performance.

Bertram F. Levin Award
Daniel A. Mason, AS
A plaque is presented to a student who displays outstanding intellectual curiosity about economics. The award is given in recognition of Bertram F. Levin’s years of service to the Department of Economics.

Price Waterhouse Distinguished Student Award
Joshua Aaron Gerstenblith
A monetary award to an outstanding junior accounting major who has demonstrated superior academic scholarship with a minimum grade point average of 3.5 and qualities of leadership.

Jerome E. Scott Award
Sara Sievers
A monetary award to a senior in marketing who exhibits strong intellectual skills, actively participates in University, business, or community organizations, and exhibits integrity, strong character, and potential for success in marketing management.

E. Wakefield Smith Accounting Prize
Elise Reardon Wynn
A monetary award to the outstanding junior majoring in accounting.
Society of Financial Service Professionals Award, Delaware Chapter

Matthew Charles Fanandakis

A monetary award presented to an outstanding senior majoring in finance who has demonstrated qualities of leadership and integrity.
College Awards

**Charles B. Evans Prize**
John R. Eisenbrey III
A monetary award to the graduating senior engineering student who has achieved an outstanding scholarship, leadership and service record.

**Liston A. Houston Scholarship**
Rebecca C. Beale
Jason M. Binz
Cory Budischak
Glenn C. Catlin
Sarah E. Criswell
Christopher W. Dixon
Dennis J. Helmstetter
Angela M. Huenerfauth
Beth E. Miller
Adam T. Murauskas
Several scholarships are awarded to outstanding juniors majoring in civil, electrical or mechanical engineering. Selection is on the basis of academic performance, scholarly and campus activities.

**George W. Laird Merit Fellowship**
Michael Z. Burrows
A monetary award established with funds provided through contributions in memory of George W. Laird to a first-year engineering graduate student. The selection is based upon balanced excellence, combining demonstrated intellectual capability with a strong emphasis on human qualities, and coupled with the practical skills and common sense necessary to execute ideas.

**Bangalore T. Lakshman Scholarship**
Khadir A. Griffith
An award presented to an engineering student on the basis of outstanding scholarship.

**Miles Powell Jr. Scholarship**
Charles W. Dielmann
Michael P. Manlove
Michael R. Rasch
James K. Schmid
Brendan Spencer
Daniel R. Spiker
John J. Tully
Several scholarships are awarded to undergraduate engineering students who participate in intercollegiate varsity sports.

**John R. Raymond RISE Book Award**
Victor A. Carrio-Vazquez
A monetary award deposited to the student’s account based on participation in RISE activities and academic success.

**RISE Corporate Friends Award**
Khadir A. Griffith
Maureen A. Wanjare
A monetary award to a returning undergraduate student or students in engineering who has demonstrated outstanding scholarship and promise for success in the profession, provided by industry contributions to the RISE program.
School/Department Awards

Amerada Hess Corporation Award
Matthew A. DeSieno
Geoffrey M. Oxberry
Justin R. Spaeth
Robert J. Werner
A monetary award to junior chemical engineering students who have demonstrated outstanding scholastic achievement and who have expressed an interest in pursuing a career in the petroleum or related industries.

American Chemical Society Award in Chemical Engineering
Andrew T. Peiffer
An award by the ACS Delaware Section to a junior for outstanding scholarship and academic achievement. The award consists of a year’s membership in the ACS and a year’s subscription to one of the ACS journals.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Junior Award
Elizabeth J. Oeffinger
A certificate and a monetary award is presented by the Wilmington Section of the AIChE to the outstanding junior student, based on academic strength and involvement in student organizations.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Senior Award
William A. Tisdale III
A certificate and a monetary award is presented by the Wilmington Section of the AIChE to the outstanding senior student, based on academic strength and involvement in student organizations.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Sophomore Award
Justin L. Quon
A certificate and a monetary award is presented by the Wilmington Section of the AIChE to the outstanding sophomore student, based on academic strength and involvement in student organizations.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Delaware Section Outstanding Student Award
Michael A. Fuqua
An award to the outstanding student in the Delaware Section of ASME.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Student Section Award
John R. Eisenbrey III
A certificate to an outstanding member of the ASME Student Section for good academic standing and valuable contribution to the chapter.

Boeing Company Scholarship
William R. Eisenhower Jr.
Michael A. Fuqua
Two scholarships to be awarded this year for a full-time junior student in electrical and computer engineering or mechanical engineering.

Dr. Robert T. Bosworth Scholarship
Christopher T. Sherman
A scholarship awarded to a mechanical engineering student on the basis of academic performance.

Garrett Reed Cantwell Graduate Scholarship
Rohit Vijay
A monetary award presented to a second-year graduate student in chemical engineering who, in the opinion of the faculty, is an outstanding student in both the classroom and research. The award is sponsored by Garrett W. and Nancy E. Cantwell.
Center for Composite Materials Achievement Award
Solange C. Amouroux
Xiao Gao
A monetary award which recognizes outstanding personal growth demonstrated by a Center-affiliated student.

Center for Composite Materials Outstanding Senior Award
Andrew Conklin
Scott E. Kasprzak
Matthew S. Smith
A monetary award to the outstanding senior in the Undergraduate Research Program for cumulative service and research contributions to Center activities.

Center for Composite Materials Progress Award
Peng Yao
A monetary award to the student author of a CCM research report in recognition of research contributions by students to the research goals of the Center.

Center for Composite Materials R.L. McCullough Scholars Award
Ronald G. Egres
Jeffrey M. Lawrence
A monetary award, in recognition of original contributions to literature on composite materials, to the student author of a paper accepted for publication in a refereed journal.

Center for Composite Materials Undergraduate Research Award
Matthew J. Decker
Courtney N. Herbein
Stephen C. Koellhoffer
Erik A. Pearson
The Undergraduate Research Award is bestowed on a student in their junior year whose proposal to perform research on composite materials under the guidance of a UD-CCM affiliated faculty member is selected. The student is expected to enroll in UNIV 401 and UNIV 402 and write a senior thesis. Selection of the recipient for this award is based on the research objective and plan submitted by the student in a one page abstract.

Chemical Engineering Alumni Laboratory Award
Stacy L. Huntoon
Melissa L. Pittman
A monetary award to a senior student or students for excellent scholarship and exceptional performance in the junior and senior-level laboratory.

Chemical Engineering Class of 1950 Scholarship
Ivan Baldytchev
Michael R. Rasch
Bryan E. Steuer
A scholarship awarded to a student majoring in chemical engineering based on academic merit.

Chemical Engineering Class of 1952 Scholarship
Alex J. Alfrey
Christopher J. Walker
A scholarship awarded to students majoring in chemical engineering based on academic merit.

Chemical Engineering Class of 1953 Scholarship
Jisha M. John
A scholarship awarded to a student majoring in chemical engineering based on academic merit.
Chemical Engineering Industrial Sponsors Scholarship Award
Nikki L. Ennis
Matthew G. Rosborough
A monetary award for exceptional scholarship by a student or students in the freshman and sophomore year.

Chemical Engineering Industrial Sponsors Senior Student Award
William A. Tisdale III
A monetary award for a student or students in the senior year for exceptional scholarship and effective contribution to extracurricular student activities.

Chemical Engineering Industrial Sponsors Undergraduate Research Award
William B. Rogers
Alison M. Wedekind
A monetary award for exceptional performance by a senior student or students in a senior thesis research project.

Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni Award
Victoria N. Gallagher
A certificate and monetary award are presented to the senior student who has demonstrated outstanding scholarship.

Civil and Environmental Engineering Davis Award
Melissa R. Williams
A monetary award and a certificate is presented to a senior selected by the faculty of the department on the basis of outstanding scholarly achievement and professional development.

Conectiv Company Scholarship
Adam T. Murauskas
Michael A. Zeitz
Two scholarships awarded to electrical and/or mechanical engineering majors who are from the Delmarva area. Selection is based upon academic excellence and promise in the field of engineering.

Delaware Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers Junior Award
Matthew A. Millner
A monetary award and a certificate given to a junior in the department in recognition of outstanding scholarship.

Delaware Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers Senior Award
Michael J. Zettlemoyer
Presented to a senior selected by the faculty of the department on the basis of outstanding scholarly and extracurricular achievement. The award consists of a certificate and a monetary award.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Alumni Award
Zachary G. Loman
Ming-Jay Shiao
Presented to a junior who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in scholarship. The monetary award is provided through contributions from electrical engineering alumni.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Chairperson’s Award
Jason K. Blankenberg
Matthew J. Fuereh
Presented to a senior who has demonstrated exceptional achievement in scholarship, while actively furthering the goals of the department. The monetary award is provided by the chairperson.
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Faculty Award
Neil N. Hirannet
James A. Woodward
Presented to a senior who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in scholarship. The monetary award is provided through faculty contributions.

Duffield Associates Award
Scott A. Berkheimer
A monetary award and a bound collection of information on the subject of professional practice in engineering to an outstanding senior who has demonstrated proficiency and interest and is considering a career in geotechnical engineering.

First State Section of American Society of Highway Engineers Scholarship
(To be announced)
A scholarship to a current University of Delaware sophomore, presently enrolled in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, focusing in the area of transportation engineering.

Francis E. Gardiner Jr. Scholarship
Ross A. Bickhart
Michael D. Rakowski
A scholarship awarded to a distinguished civil and environmental engineering junior-year student. Selection is on the basis of academic achievement.

Margaret and Hyland P. George Award
Frances N. Achtermann
Civil and environmental engineering scholarship awarded to a Delaware resident on the basis of academic performance.

Helwig Mechanical Engineering Graduate Fellowship
Justin B. Alms
Thomas N. Shipman
A monetary award for the first-year graduate student in Mechanical Engineering with outstanding academic achievement.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Delaware Bay Section Engineering Award
Jeffrey D. Thornsen
Michael J. Weinberg
A monetary award is presented to a senior who has demonstrated high scholarship and who shows exceptional ability to apply his or her knowledge to an engineering problem.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Delaware Bay Section Student Activities Award
Rebecca C. Beale
Jeffrey H. Price
A monetary award presented to an electrical and computer engineering student based on involvement in student organizations and departmental functions.

Charles S. Joanedis Scholarship
Nikki L. Ennis
Matthew G. Rosborough
A scholarship awarded to a student majoring in chemical engineering based on academic merit.
KCI Technologies Inc. Award
Nicole E. Reader
A monetary award to a junior or senior civil engineering major who has demonstrated outstanding ability and interest in urban planning/civil engineering.

Mr. & Mrs. James F. Kearns Scholarship in Chemical Engineering
Andrew W. Korinda
Craig S. Schneider
A scholarship awarded to a student majoring in chemical engineering based on academic merit.

Arnold D. Kerr Award
Matthew H. Lambros
A monetary award given to a junior civil and environmental student for outstanding achievement in structural engineering and engineering mechanics.

Bangalore T. Lakshman Civil and Environmental Engineering Scholarship
Donato C. Settanni
A scholarship is presented to a civil engineering minority student on the basis of outstanding scholarship.

W. Francis Lindell Mechanical Engineering Achievement Award
Janelle A. Konchar
Erik A. Pearson
A monetary award for junior students in recognition of scholarship and creativity in engineering as recommended by the faculty of the Department of Mechanical Engineering

W. Francis Lindell Mechanical Engineering Departmental Award to Distinguished Junior
Douglas A. Brunner
Kristen M. Elli
For the extraordinary junior mechanical engineering student who has demonstrated creativity, academic accomplishment and achievement as determined by the faculty of the department.

W. Francis Lindell Mechanical Engineering Departmental Award to Distinguished Senior
Scott E. Kasprzak
Michael D. M. Kutzer
Christine M. Tate
For the extraordinary senior mechanical engineering student who has demonstrated creativity, academic accomplishment and achievement as determined by the faculty of the department.

Malcolm Pirnie Inc. Outstanding Environmental Engineering Graduate Student Award
Ahjeong Son
A monetary award is given to a graduate student in the environmental engineering program selected on the basis of academic excellence, participation in University and professional groups and activities, and community involvement.

Malcolm Pirnie Inc. Outstanding Environmental Engineering Undergraduate Student Award
Bryan J. Maietta
A monetary award is given to an undergraduate student in the Environmental Engineering program selected on the basis of academic excellence, participation in University and professional groups and activities, and community involvement.
Merck Engineering & Technology Scholar  
Adrienne E. Klotz  
Elizabeth J. Oeffinger  
A fellowship awarded to a sophomore and junior chemical engineering student. The award is based on academic record, service and other activities, and upon extensive interviews by a representative of Merck. The fellowship is sponsored by Merck & Co.

Merck Outstanding First-Year Chemical Engineering Student Award  
Brian D. Walck  
A monetary award to a first-year student who has demonstrated exceptional technical skills and the potential for management and leadership responsibilities.

Millar Memorial Scholarship of the Delaware Mechanical Contractors’ Association  
Daniel R. Shannon  
Awarded to an outstanding engineering major who demonstrates the qualities of scholarship, citizenship, character, and leadership as exemplified by Mr. Millar.

Steven R. & Linda Justice Myrick Award  
Natasha A. Adnan  
A monetary award to provide assistance to a full time undergraduate student matriculated within the Chemical Engineering Department. The recipient of this award will be assigned on the basis of academic merit with preference given to a female student.

National Starch and Chemical Company Undergraduate Scholarship  
Rachel M. Adams  
Justin L. Quon  
Katelyn M. Thompson  
An award based on academic merit. A scholarship is presented to one sophomore and two juniors in chemical engineering.

Mary and George Nowinski Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research  
Justin W. Caulfield  
An award given to a mechanical engineering major whose senior research project is considered, by the faculty, the most interesting in the current academic year. The award honors Mary Nowinski and Jerzy (George) Nowinski, Professor Emeritus, in the mechanical engineering department.

Robert L. Pigford Teaching Assistant Award  
Javier A. Gomez  
Nicole E. Richardson  
Jeffrey D. Rimer  
Prateek P. Shah  
A monetary award to graduate teaching assistants who have made exceptional impact on the undergraduate teaching program in chemical engineering.

Robert L. Pigford Undergraduate Award  
Anna L. Barnette  
Dustin R. Ferretti  
Andrew T. Petifer  
Michael R. Rasch  
Mark A. Yocum, II  
A monetary award to a junior student who has demonstrated high academic performance in chemical engineering courses as well as in other sciences and the humanities.
Redden Mechanical Engineering Scholarship
Jessica A. Dibelka
Douglas E. Erickson
Christopher M. Gordon
Scholarships to students majoring in mechanical engineering with outstanding academic performance.

W. J. Renton Award for Outstanding Sophomore
Hadi M. Fattah
A monetary award for the sophomore student in recognition of outstanding academic achievement as recommended by the faculty of the department.

The Fraser and Shirley Russell Teaching Fellow Chemical Engineering
Yakov Lapitsky
A fellowship awarded to a senior graduate student in chemical engineering who is interested in a teaching career. The purpose of the award is to give the recipient a supervised teaching experience in the undergraduate program or, under special circumstances the graduate program, in chemical engineering. The award also includes funds to support an undergraduate research student under the same advisor as the fellowship recipient.

Stanley Jacob Schechter Award
Emily Peng
A monetary award established by David G. Schechter, Class of ’77, in honor of his father, given to a junior student majoring in chemical engineering, who has demonstrated the greatest interest and scholarship in challenging, non-engineering curricula. The award is based on academic merit with a preference for distinction in arts, humanities and/or social sciences.

Slocomb Scholarship Award
Joshua S. Stetler
A scholarship sponsored by Leon Slocomb and given to a junior in either the chemical or mechanical engineering department who is employed part time.

Tetra Tech Inc. Sophomore Award
John P. Connolly
A certificate and a monetary award to a sophomore in civil engineering in recognition of outstanding scholarship.

The John Allan Thoroughgood Legacy Scholarship in Chemical Engineering
Joseph M. Houghton
A scholarship awarded to a chemical engineering undergraduate who is the child or grandchild of University of Delaware alumni. The award is based on academic merit.

URS Corporation Award
Undine Kipka
A certificate and a monetary award are presented to a senior in civil engineering showing professional promise, leadership, and service.

VanDemark & Lynch Sophomore Award
Timothy J. Strickland
A certificate and monetary award presented to a civil engineering sophomore on the basis of scholarship, leadership and personality.

Peter J. Warter Scholarship
Courtenay V. Cotton
Brian E. Friedman
An award established by electrical engineering alumni and friends in honor of former department chair Peter J. Warter. The scholarship is
awarded to a junior electrical engineering student, selected by the faculty, who shows great promise for a career in electrical engineering and has demonstrated academic excellence.

The Washington Area Railway Engineers Scholarship
Ryan C. Burk
Casey D. Hanner
Two scholarships awarded to two undergraduate students enrolled in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, who have a demonstrated interest in railroad engineering, on the basis of academic merit.
College Awards

**College of Health and Nursing Sciences Dean's Achievement Awards**
Kelsey E. Davidson, Health, Nutrition, and Exercise Sciences
Samantha Foy, Nursing
Lindsay M. Kegelman, Medical Technology
An award to the senior from each of the college’s three departments who has demonstrated exceptional academic achievement as well as professional commitment.

**School/Department Awards**

**Susan L. Alexander Award**
Jennifer L. Colantuono
This award is given to a senior with a major in nutrition and dietetics that exhibits the qualities of leadership and integrity as exemplified by Susan L. Alexander and who will pursue a dietetic internship or graduate degree.

**American Dietetic Association Outstanding Dietetic Student Award (Didactic Program)**
Jacklyn R. Pangallo
An award to a senior graduating from a didactic program in dietetics which recognizes emerging leadership, professional potential, and achievement in an American Dietetic Association approved dietetics education program. Awardee selected by faculty recommendations to the Delaware Dietetic Association. Award consists of a certificate and recognition in the *Journal of American Dietetic Association*.

**Peter G. Anderson Scholarship**
Jennifer L. Brown
Dara S. Missan
Scholarships are awarded to two junior medical technology students who demonstrate the ideals of scholarship, integrity and professionalism exemplified by Mr. Anderson in his life and work in the profession of medical technology.

**Auxiliary to the Delaware State Osteopathic Medical Society Award**
Tracy M. Thorn
A scholarship to a junior student in nursing who is strongly motivated to pursue professional nursing education and who possesses outstanding qualities that will contribute to a meaningful and successful contribution to the profession.

**BRN Recognition Award**
Deborah L. Payne
An award presented to a registered nurse pursuing a baccalaureate degree who has demonstrated academic excellence and exceptional personal qualities.

**W. Robert Bailey Memorial Award**
Claire M. Zelinskas
A monetary award presented to a senior in an allied health program who has demonstrated academic achievement and the potential for outstanding professional performance.

**Mary Clayton Bentley Award**
Jacklyn R. Pangallo
A monetary award to a senior nutrition major who excels in scholarship, leadership, and services to the University or the community.
Delaware Health Council Scholarship
Emily D. Ehlers
Katrina G. Gatta
Monica Osei-Afriyie
Erin J. Schonewolf
Scholarships awarded annually to nursing majors on the basis of academic performance and department recommendation.

Paris Delligatti Scholarship Fund
Alison H. Ingalsbe
A monetary prize and a certificate awarded from funds established by Paris Delligatti’s parents, Charles and Kathleen Delligatti. This scholarship is awarded to a student who shows a sincere desire to enter the profession of athletic training and demonstrates the qualities of character, friendship, perseverance, and concern for the welfare of athletes and fellow athletic training students as exemplified by Paris Delligatti.

Department of Health, Nutrition, and Exercise Sciences Book Award
Melissa L. Baum, Sophomore
Kristin A. Dorr, Junior
Corleigh S. Lajeskie, Senior
Jeffrey A. Miller, Freshman
Presented to a freshman, sophomore, junior and senior who have a sincere desire for knowledge and have been active in extracurricular activities directed toward the individual betterment of fellow students.

Department of Nursing Award
Heidi J. Johnson
An award to an outstanding senior student who exemplifies high competence in professional nursing and is recommended by the faculty as a student of exceptional academic and personal qualities.

Exercise Science Outstanding Senior Award
Julienne R. Sinkosky
This award is given to a student in the Exercise Science major who has outstanding academic credentials and has contributed significantly to research in the Human Performance Laboratory.

Exercise Science Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Colin N. Young
This award recognizes the outstanding graduate student who successfully balances the competing demands of graduate school while making a significant contribution in the field of exercise science.

First State Orthopaedic Clinical Excellence Award
D. Julie Medori
An award presented to a senior nursing student who demonstrates outstanding clinical skills, academic achievement, and exceptional professional behaviors.

Loretta Ford Award
Christine A. Ouseley
An award created by Dr. Barbara Sheer of the College of Health and Nursing Sciences and given to a family nurse practitioner student who demonstrates scholarship and commitment to nursing and who exemplifies the innovation and creativity of Dr. Loretta Ford.

Virginia Lee Franklin Award
Jessica C. Beheler
Erin L. Woodring
Awarded to one or more senior nursing students who demonstrate qualities and knowledge needed to give care to a neurologically impaired patient. The student’s clinical skills and written work show...
excellent comprehension of the special needs of these patients. This student has the potential to be an outstanding practitioner in this area.

Helen Fullhart Award
Lauren A. Bieri
An award presented in memory of Helen Fullhart to a junior nursing student who has demonstrated significant personal and professional growth while pursuing a nursing education.

Muriel E. Gilman Scholarship
Dawn J. Chernokol
Awarded each year to a graduate or undergraduate returning adult student majoring in nursing who demonstrates academic excellence and shows promise of success in the profession.

Health Behavior Management Outstanding Senior Award
Lindsey B. Greer
This award is given to a student in the health behavior major who has outstanding academic credentials, has been a leader among their peers and has shown outstanding effort outside the classroom in work and volunteer experiences.

Elinor M. Holland Memorial Award
Lauren A. Wikse
Presented to a junior nursing student who shows promise in the area of gerontological nursing by demonstrating caring and a human responsiveness to the needs of elderly clients and their families. Elinor M. Holland, who graduated from the University of Delaware over 60 years ago, maintained a long and productive relationship with the University.

Lee J. Hyncik Trainer Achievement Award
Adam B. Rosen
A certificate and a monetary award to one or more outstanding junior student athletic trainers who demonstrate academic proficiency, dedication to the care of athletes, and exceptional moral character as exemplified by the life of Lee J. Hyncik.

Robert A. Layton Jr. Honor Awards
Christopher D. D’Esposito, Sophomore
Valerie R. Murphy, Senior
Colleen P. Reid, Junior
Adam B. Rosen, Junior
Catherine A. Savarese, Senior
Christopher J. Wagner, Sophomore
Presented annually to students in health and exercise sciences by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Layton, Sr. in memory of their son who was killed in Vietnam in 1969. A U.S. Savings Bond is awarded to students who have demonstrated academic, athletic, recreational, and intramural achievement. Students must participate in service and professional activities.

Medical Technology Alumni Award
Colleen R. Carey
A book award to the sophomore medical technology interest student who has demonstrated both the highest academic index and the promise of future achievement in the profession.

Medical Technology Faculty Award
Bryn A. Werbos
A monetary award to a senior student in recognition of both academic achievement and those personal qualities that are valuable in the profession: honesty, initiative, and cooperation.
Millard A. Naylor Award
Alcides J. Cummins
A U.S. Savings Bond to a student who is active in athletics, recreation or intramurals, activities other than sports, service to the University and the community, and has membership in professional and recreational organizations on the local, state, or national level.

Robert E. Neeves Excellence in Research Award
Elaine M. Concklin
Recognizes one graduate student in exercise science each year for the most outstanding master’s thesis. Selection requires the completion of a Master’s thesis and endorsement by a faculty mentor. Neeves, a professor within the Department of Health, Nutrition, and Exercise Sciences, is noted for his many years of mentoring graduate students.

Nursing Alumni Association Awards
Amanda R. Chase, GR
Meredith L. Reardon, UG
An award presented to both an undergraduate and a graduate nursing student in recognition of superior scholastic achievement and professional accomplishments.

Nutrition and Dietetics Panel of Distinguished Seniors
Stefanie C. Aletras
Teresa L. Cassidy
Jillian M. DiViesta
Megan M. Sohasky
Recognition of academic excellence, demonstration of leadership within the major or in outside professional work, a positive working relationship with faculty, and potential for continued contribution in nutrition and dietetics.

Joan M. Prall Scholarship
Rachel A. Baer
Allison J. Kowalski
Amalia K. Kramvis
Alissa B. Rumsey
This scholarship in memory of Joan McKinney Prall, class of 1949, is given to undergraduate students with a major in nutrition and dietetics on the basis of both academic merit with a minimum grade point of 3.5.

Dr. C. Roy Rylander Award
Cara J. Cordrey
An annual monetary award presented in recognition of the outstanding senior athletic trainer. The recipient must have demonstrated leadership, scholarship, and achievement.

Sigma Theta Tau Honors Day Book Award
Laura M. Hale
Jamie L. Moyer
A book scholarship given to one sophomore and one junior nursing student. Presentation is based on an essay entitled “The Importance of Involvement in Professional Nursing Organizations.”

Sigma Theta Tau Honors Day Tuition Scholarship
Heidi J. Johnson
A tuition scholarship program for a newly-inducted member of Beta Xi chapter, Sigma Theta Tau (the nursing honor society). To be awarded upon successful completion of a post-baccalaureate course applicable to a graduate nursing degree.

Sigma Theta Tau Undergraduate Award
Lynn L. Odren, Accelerated Program
Katie L. Rudy, Traditional Program
Beta Xi Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau confers this award upon its two
members, an accelerated degree and a traditional program nursing student, who best represent the vision and mission of the honor society and who excel by integrating scholarship, knowledge, and technology into professional nursing practice.

**Martha Zeisloft Award**

*Valerie L. Pugliese*

An award in memory of Martha Zeisloft, LPN, for a nursing student who has demonstrated outstanding dedication and commitment through scholarship and activities which exemplify nursing professionalism.
Karen Beck Scholarship Award-Alpha Delta Kappa (Eta Chapter)
Nicole C. Friedman
An award presented to one full-time junior enrolled in a special education teacher education program. Selection is based on outstanding scholarship and active participation in activities involving individuals with special needs. The recipient should exhibit qualities that demonstrate future promise in the field of special education.

Theodore S. Beck Scholarship
Shaunelle N. Pierre
Scholarships awarded annually to students enrolled in the College of Human Services, Education and Public Policy (CHEP). Selection is based upon academic performance and college recommendation.

CHEP Excellence in Academic Achievement Award
Matthew M. Ardakanian, Freshman
Samuel R. Carl, Sophomore
Carol A. Cipriani, Freshman
Emily J. Levine, Senior
Fran L. Nadel, Junior
Stephanie M. Smith, Freshman
Ashley M. Wilson, Sophomore
Celeste T. Wright, Freshman
Recognition of CHEP students who have achieved the highest cumulative indexes.

CHEP Panel of Outstanding Graduate Students
Brigid C. Carbo, Master’s
Jennifer S. Groff, Master’s
Rebecca A. Mattern, Doctoral
Sarah E. McCloskey, Master’s
Nozomi Okubo, Master’s
Amy W. Roe, Doctoral
Megan K. Runk, Master’s
Noah J. Toly, Doctoral
Julia D. Eichorn Volpe, Doctoral
Urbe-Zarain, Ximena, Doctoral
Alexander F. Waegel, Master’s
Selection is based on evidence of a positive working relationship with faculty and students, demonstration of leadership in the college or outside professional work and potential for contribution in student’s chosen field.

CHEP Panel of Outstanding Seniors
Joan E. Baczewski
Reagan E. Hastings
Julie L. Hollander
Emily J. Levine
Jessica L. McClellan
Melissa B. Marbo
Courtney P. Pardy
Patricia Walsh
Seniors are chosen who have achieved a cumulative index of 3.5 or better with a minimum of 45 earned hours of academic work at the University and who have evidence of professional commitment.

Mildred Steel Clark Scholarship
Jillian L. Holston
One scholarship is awarded to a junior in CHEP based upon scholarship.
Wallace H. Maw Award
Amanda J. Ayers
A monetary award to an undergraduate student majoring in either the Department of Individual and Family Studies or the School of Education. Selection is based on merit.

Van Camp/Remage Teacher Education Merit Award
Dawn M. Anderson
An award to a teacher education major who demonstrates academic ability, exhibits an ability to overcome special problems and demonstrates potential for future contributions to the field of education and the community.

School/Department Awards

ARAMARK Corporation Freshman/Sophomore Scholarship
Caralyn A. Duke
A monetary award to a freshman or sophomore major in hotel, restaurant and institutional management in recognition of scholarly achievement, involvement in extracurricular activities, leadership ability and demonstrated enthusiasm for a career in the hospitality industry.

ARAMARK Corporation Junior/Senior Scholarship
Jesse N. Last
A monetary award to a junior or senior major in hotel, restaurant and institutional management in recognition of scholarly achievement, involvement in extracurricular activities, leadership ability, and demonstrated enthusiasm for a career in the hospitality industry.

Pearl and Oscar Bregman Award for Research by a Graduate Student in Social-Emotional Development
Emily S. Klein
This award honoring the memory of Pearl K. Bregman, a graduate of the agency counseling psychology program of the former College of Education, is to be given to a graduate student whose research has the potential of improving the lives of children and adolescents.

Center for Energy & Environmental Policy Leadership Prize
Venkatesh R. Iyer
Bogwon Joo
Jun Tian
Melissa M. Weitz
Awarded to CEEP students who have made exceptional contributions to the mission and community of the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy.

Center for Energy & Environmental Policy Outstanding Scholar
Kristen L. Hughes
Noah J. Toly
A juried award to a CEEP student whose record of published research has made a significant contribution to the field of energy and environmental policy.

Community and Family Services Award
Caitlyn J. Nichols
A monetary award to an undergraduate student who has demonstrated outstanding service to the local community through voluntary involvement in programs benefiting children, youth, the elderly, and/or their families. The student also should demonstrate a commitment toward pursuing a career in the human services through involvement in such campus activities as the Community and Family Services Club.
Consumer Studies Panel of Outstanding Students
Michelle F. Guthrie
Sarah F. Keep
Jonathan M. Kirch
Bethany S. Meuleners
Dara R. Warner
Students are selected on the basis of outstanding scholarship, leadership potential, and qualities of integrity and character.

Consumer Studies Student Award
Jonathan M. Kirch
A monetary award to the CNST student whose academic record and service activities best exemplify the department’s goal of enhancing consumer well-being through the design, development, analysis, delivery, or evaluation of products and services.

Jane I. Davidson Laboratory Preschool Award
Kimberly A. Hayes
A monetary award given to a junior, senior, or Master’s student in early childhood development and education to honor the memory of Jane I. Davidson for her extraordinary ability to teach young children and families. The student exemplifies the philosophy of the Laboratory Preschool and has demonstrated unusual desire and skill in teaching children with special needs and/or extraordinary ability to create and implement curriculum through play.

Delaware Association for the Education of Young Children (DAEYC) Student Leadership Award
Amanda M. Cascio
A two-year membership in a selected chapter of the Association for the Education of Young Children is awarded to the student who has shown leadership skills and contributed to the advancement of the goals of DAEYC.

Delaware Association for Public Administration Scholarship
(To be announced)
Presented by DAPA to a Master of Public Administration student who best exemplifies the caliber of achievement necessary for a successful public service career.

Milton and Mary Edelstein Scholarship for Public and Community Service
Hilary D. Bell
Awarded to a graduate student who, by exceptional contributions to the research and public service programs of the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy in the past year, exemplifies the public service values of the School and enhances the well-being of the community.

Environmental & Energy Policy Doctoral Award
Aiming Zhou
Awarded to a Ph.D. student for demonstrating outstanding work in the field of environmental and energy policy.

Environmental & Energy Policy Master’s Award
Wilson Rickerson
Awarded to a master’s student for demonstrating outstanding work in the field of environmental and energy policy.

Fashion Merchandising Award
Melissa B. Marbo
A certificate is presented to a fashion merchandising student who has demonstrated the motivation, enthusiasm, and leadership capabilities necessary for success in the fashion merchandising industry.
Henry R. Folsom Award
Thomas H. DeWire
Presented to a School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy graduate student for the best paper or thesis applying public administration theory and techniques in developing practical solutions to public sector problems.

Marvin S. Gilman/National Housing Endowment Scholarship in U.S. Housing and Urban Policy
(To be announced)
Presented to a student in the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy who exhibits an exemplary commitment to housing research and a dedication to strengthening housing policy in the U.S.

Mark A. Haskell Award
Hideka Yamaguchi
Presented to a graduate student for demonstrating consistently superior performance in the field of urban affairs and public policy, particularly in the area of political economy.

Individual and Family Studies Distinguished Students
Allison J. Bayley
Elise N. Colomb
Brittney K. Hitz
Michelle V. Knights
Wei Qiu
Michele L. Sloan
Jennifer N. Styer
Nancy M. Trinh
Jessica D. Whitehead
Outstanding students are selected based on academic excellence, of positive working relationship with faculty and students, demonstration of leadership in the department or in outside professional work, and potential for contribution in student’s chosen field.

Peter A. Larson Prize
Taehwa Lee
Awarded to a School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy graduate student whose paper is judged to be a significant contribution to fostering international understanding in the fields of urban affairs, public policy, or public administration.

Legislative Fellows
Lisa A. Brennan
Dena L. Brummer
Raymond A. Callaway
Jonathan M. Kirch
David Levett
Sarah E. McCloskey
Christina L. Smith
Emilie R. Tenenbaum
Joseph G. Wozniak
Legislative Fellows are selected competitively from graduate students throughout the University and work directly with legislators in the Delaware General Assembly. The Fellows must demonstrate scholarly achievement and the desire to work in public service.

Pauline E. Loessner Memorial Award
Elias E. Arellano
Shannon M. Connolly
An award made at the discretion of the Director of the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy to be used in ways that will support or enhance education in the areas of human services, community development and related fields. The award is for tuition assistance, to provide travel opportunities, or for such other purposes as the Director may determine.
Victor Mankin Award
Sarah E. Blake
This award is in memory of Victor Mankin, formerly a faculty member in the School Counseling Program. It is presented to a second-year graduate student in the school counseling or school psychology program who has demonstrated academic excellence and outstanding potential as an education professional.

Marriott International Scholarship
Jamie L. Cerino
Lydia F. Hume
Jennifer L. Pusey
Rachel E. Seeger
A monetary award given to students in the hotel, restaurant and institutional management major in recognition of scholarly achievement, leadership ability, and an appreciation of the basic values necessary for success in the hospitality industry.

Mathematics Education Award
Jessica E. Stagitis
A certificate presented to a student in the School of Education who has shown outstanding scholarship and promise in the field of mathematics education.

Barry R. Morstain M.P.A. Mid-Career Award
Christina C. Motoyoshi
Presented to a mid-career student who best demonstrates the value of academic excellence and a commitment to public service and diversity.

Frank B. Murray Award for Excellence in Graduate Research
Scott J. Andrews-Weckerly
This award is presented annually to a doctoral candidate in the School of Education whose work demonstrates the qualities of thoughtfulness and leadership that have characterized Frank B. Murray’s tenure as Dean of the College of Education, 1979–1995.

Lila C. Murphy Award for Women’s Equity and Leadership
Cori A. Chascione
A monetary award to a female student in individual and family studies acknowledging student leadership activities and/or contributions to women’s equity issues.

Outstanding Design Student Award
Brenda M. Greene
An award presented to a junior design student in human services who, through their scholarship, professional and creative abilities and leadership commitment, shows promise in their chosen fields.

Presidential Management Interns
Marlaina R. Casey
Internships are awarded nationally every year to approximately 200 graduate students of public affairs by the federal Office of Personnel Management after competition at the regional level. The internship involves a two-year placement with a federal agency.

School of Education Distinguished Faculty Award
Primo V. Toccafondi
An award, funded by the School of Education, presented to a full-time faculty member in the School of Education to recognize outstanding achievement in research, teaching and/or services that is clearly beyond the expectation of the position.
School of Education Panel of Outstanding Seniors in Elementary Teacher Education
Tracy F. Green
Daria L. Fisher
Jamie Lynn Kaufhold
Paula M. French
Certificates are presented to a panel of seniors in the elementary teacher education program who have achieved a cumulative index of 3.25 or higher and have letters of support documenting roles of leadership, service activities, and volunteer work done while in school.

School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy Director’s Citation
Abena A. Aidoo
Carrie L. Bennett
William J. DeCoursey
Katsunori Hirano
Brian Jefferis
Michael A. Rasmussen
Melanie A. Ross
Christina L. Smith
Emma K. Young
Presented to graduate students who contribute to the mission of the School through their exceptional participation in the activities of the School’s affiliated units and programs, of other units at the University, and of outside organizations or agencies.

School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy Excellence in Water Resources Scholarship Award
Amardeep Dhanju
A medal awarded to a student who demonstrates superior scholarship and interest in the field of water resources planning, management or policy.

James H. Sills Jr. Scholarship
Bethany J. Welch
Presented to a student who will work with faculty and staff on the research and public service programs of the Center for Community Development and Family Policy.

St. Anne’s Episcopal Church, Middletown, Education Award
Sarah E. Dickey
Yvonne Lara-Susan Sanya
This award, presented to a full-time elementary education major, is an expression of appreciation for the role that teachers play in the lives of children and their families. Students are selected based on merit and must show evidence of commitment to education and service in the local community.

Robert W. Stegner Award
Stacy D. Krise
An award presented to a senior or graduate student in the School of Education who has demonstrated the outstanding qualities which characterized the late Dr. Stegner: dedication to the teaching profession, a comprehension of the breadth and depth of science, and excellence in teaching.

Strattner-Gregory Graduate Award
Carol A. Bernard
Dorit Radnai Griffin
A monetary award to a graduate student with advanced standing in individual and family studies who, by reason of scholarship ability, professional orientation, communication skills, and personal commitment shows promise of becoming a strong advocate for children.
Marvin B. Sussman Dissertation Prize
John P. Foley
A monetary award for the best doctoral dissertation completed by a student in the individual and family studies Ph.D. program. Each awardee will present a seminar in the calendar year in which the prize is given.

Marvin B. Sussman Prize
(To be announced)
Presented to a Ph.D. graduate in the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy whose dissertation is judged to be the most outstanding in its theoretical formulations or empiricism.

United Alumni of Urban Affairs Student Award
Janna E. Craig
Stephanie J. Symons
Presented to graduate students with distinguished academic records and outstanding public service contributions who best exemplifies the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy's commitment to the creation and dissemination of usable social knowledge.

Richard L. Venezky Award for Creative Research in Literacy
William E. Lewis
Awarded to a master's or doctoral student in the School of Education who has done the most creative work in the area of literacy research over the past year.
Honor Society Members

An asterisk (*) after an honor society awardee’s name indicates a previously inducted honor society member.

**Alpha Kappa Delta**
A national honorary society in sociology organized for the purpose of interchanging ideas in the field of sociology.

Susan A. Ambridge
Samantha J. Archey
Olubunmi Babalola
Tracey K. Bauerein
Kathleen E. Beatty
Dawn R. Bender
Emily C. Berenback
Joshua P. Berkowitz
Stephanie M. Blanchflower
Lee S. Brounstein
Michael A. Bruns
Allison M. Capo
Geralyn M. Cerase
Stephanie M. Chaisson
Baila A. Chaves
Terey A. Dame
Theodore J. Davis III
Nicole M. deBrabander
Brett P. Doe
Emily D. Doll
Jeffrey P. Downs
Mary F. Fisher

Howard E. Fox
Jennifer M. Frechette
Sara B. Hauptman
Kelly E. Hayn
Katherine R. Henderson
Kathleen L. Hobday
Dannahale D. Holson
Jill S. Hurley
Rebecca E. Jennings
Philip C. Kehles
Katie C. Klein
Courtney A. King
Beth M. Knight
Shannon M. Leary
Terry G. Lilley
Taryln R. Little
Angela M. Marabella
Christina A. McKeever
Shawn P. Murphy
Jennifer M. Murray
Brielle M. Perelli
Sandra J. Pfeffer

Jacqueline R. Piccigallo
Lindy M. Pierce
Jessica C. Phillips
Kimberlee A. Pierce
Rachel M. Posner
Joanellen Price
Christina M. Pupillo
Tiffany N. Reed
Jessica L. Rosenthal
Harrison M. Rubenfeld
Caroline E. Rust
Kathryn J. Schroeder
Desiree R. Shively
Eric J. Sipos
Sherry L. Skaggs
Logan W. Truter
Michael B. Valente
Meredith A. Wagner
Megan L. Wake
Cassandra N. Weaver
Ashley A. Woodruff
Rebecca G. Yamos

**Alpha Lambda Delta**
A national honor society that recognizes superior scholarship in a student's first year at the University.

Jessica N. Abbruzzese, AS
Rachel A. Acciaocca, AG
Jenna A. Alifante, AS
Drew M. Amis, EG
Christine E. Anderson, AG
Karen M. Anderson, HP
Amanda M. Antontucci, AS
Ashley E. Anttila, AS
Kristin L. Bachman, AS
Lisa M. Barile, AS
Lindsay W. Barnes, AS
Whitney A. Bateson, HN
Melissa L. Baum, HN
Amanda M. Bayley, AS
Laura R. Beaufort, AS
Melanie A. Becher, US
Sarah R. Bergan, HP
Margaret E. Birmingham, AS
Kristen E. Blough, BE
Whitney M. Bonham, AS
Jennifer L. Bosl, BE
Carla R. Boyd, AS
Brian M. Brady, AS
Caitlin D. Brigham, AG
Amy E. Bunting HN
Karin T. Burghardt AG
Katherine L. Burnet AS
Sine C. Callanan AS
Colleen R. Carev HN
Teresa C. Casella, US
William B. Chandler, AS
Kathleen Y. Chappel, BE
Ann K. Charles, AS
Cori A. Chasimaie, HP

Rachel L. Choros, AS
Laura A. Colacurcio, AS
Kimberly J. Coles, AS
Kelly A. Conant, AS
Laura A. Condon, HP
Kathleen M. Costello, BE
Timothy R. Crowley, EG
Andrew E. Cunningham, AS
Elin P. Cunningham, HP
Joseph A. D’Agostino, BE
Audrey R. Dandy, BE
Julia A. Del Vecchio, AS
Megan M. Denver, AS
Danielle M. dePulo, BE
Emily D. Doll, AS
Lindsay M. Dubil, US
Catherine A. Elderkin, HN
Brandon C. Ellis, HN
Joyce Eng, AS
Nikki L. Ennis, EG
Chelsea L. Erickson, BE
Elizabeth P. Ernst, AS
Kathleen B. Fagan, AS
Katelyn M. Faragou, AS
Lauren M. Feehan, AS
Catherine E. Feeley, US
Mallory D. Feldman, HN
Joseph J. Feng, AS
Nicole M. Ferriere, US
Diana M. Filkins, AS
Paige Fitzgerald, US
Victoria M. Fortunato, EG
Margaret E. Freemont, AS
Katharine M. Frysinger, AS

Kristen L. Geaman, AS
Andrew S. Gearhart, AS
Georgia R. Giebel, AS
Caitlin T. ginley, AS
Michele L. Gipp, AS
Scott A. Golden, BE
Michele L. Goldstein, HP
Darren M. Grob, AS
Alex C. Gross, BE
Lynn M. Hamski, HP
Stephanie K. Hauley, AS
Jessica L. Heckman, BE
Emily R. Helmeid, AS
Dennis J. Helmsetter, EG
Michael J. Hertz, BE
Lindsay M. Higdon AS
Lindsay B. Hoffman, AS
Jill S. Hurley, AS
Megan A. Intemann, HP
Laurny L. Isacacs, AS
Olga L. Jimenez, US
Kimberly R. Jones, US
Devon E. Julian, BE/AS
Daniel H. Kanhofer AS
Megan L. Kehrel, BE
Elizabeth M. Krieglie, US
James D. Kelleher, AS
William H. Ketelhut, BE
Suzanne M. King, AG
Daniel H. Kanhofer AS
Megan L. Kehrel, BE
William H. Ketelhut, BE
Suzanne M. King, AG
Daniel H. Koss, AS
Stacy M. Kleber, AS
Kimberly A. Kostes, AS
Jeffrey A. Kovalczyk, BE
Michael J. Kunert, BE

HONOR SOCIETIES
HONOR SOCIETIES

Alpha Mu Alpha
A national honor society that recognizes scholarly achievement among marketing students in accredited business administration programs.

Andrea L. Bruner
Stephanie Cary
Joanna M. Gaidjunas
Nicole J. Girshek

Faculty Advisor
Carter Broach, Marketing

Beta Gamma Sigma
A national honor society in business studies.

Melissa Ames
Adrienne D. Asselta
Gregory F. Ayres, GR
Jessica Berry
Andama K. Bowers
Andrea L. Bruner
Deanna L. Buxton*
Stephanie L. Cary
Andrew Casella
Rachel M. Curran

Megan Delany
John A. Eakins*
Laura V. Eichman
John R. Eisenhrey
Joshua B. Hauserman
Michael Hertz
Joseph J. Hoffman
Lydia J. Kuebler
Molly R. Levin*
Ryan E. Morgan

Jason P. Noyes, GR*
Kelly O’Hara*
Robert A. Peloso, GR
Brian M. Rosenblatt
Kerri L. Warner*
Kimberly A. West

Faculty Advisor
Hemant Kher, Operations Management

Delta Phi Alpha
A national honor society that encourages and recognizes scholarship in the field of German studies.

Jason J. Argiro, AS
Jennifer M. Barski, AS
Joanna R. Champney, AS
Julia M. Figurelli, AS
Daniel R. Fowler, AS
Kelly M. Gast, AS
Karol Grabcewski, EG
Rachel A. Hardison, GR

Dawn A. Helch, GR
Margaret A. Hischerich, AS
Devin E. Julian, AS
Stefan T. Keeton, BE
Laura E. Lamm, BE
Jennifer M. Lyons, AS
Bryan M. Merloungi, AS
Courtney Pechel, AS

Timothy P. Resch, AS
Kathryn V. Schardt, AS
Jennifer L. Seelin, AS
Brian G. Terranova, AS
Devin J. Walsh, AS
Daniel C. Wynn, AS
Dobro Slovo
A national Slavic honor society that recognizes excellence in the study of Slavic languages, literature, culture, and related fields of Slavic studies.

Anne K. Baldridge*
Daniel Bensonoff
Kristina R. Curtis *
CarolAnn Edie
Erik Anders Edlund*

Marie N. Frick
Sarah E. Graham*
Nicholas R. Johnson*
Mitsutoshi Kajiyama*
Amanda M. LaCava*

Kristin M. Przelomiec
Christopher D. Snyder *
Alison R. Strumbeek
Jayde A. Wiener
Ian D. Williams *

FMA Honor Society
A national honor society that encourages and rewards scholarship and accomplishment among students in business and nonbusiness finance and banking.

Brianne Abramowicz
Andrew M. Ahearn
Adrienne D. Assella
Timothy P. Bandos
Austra Baron
Kaitlyn A. Barry
Heather J. Buhmann
Maegan E. Burton
Andrew P. Casella
Joseph A. Chaplin
Nicholas A. Coppola
Matthew G. Davis
Stephen T. DeAngelis
James D. DelCesare
Nicole Eccleston
Laura Eichman
Kenneth P. Ernest
Matthew C. Fanandakis
Robert E. Flannigan
Jill N. Fraunhoffer
Ashita Gehlot*
Francis K. Grabuski

Joseph M. Grieco
Matthew E. Gross
Kyle K. Hall
Kevin R. Hamill
Elizabeth A. Harker
Kathryn L. Haven
Jeffrey D. Hopper
Martin E. Judge III
Sara H. Kline
Michael T. Kokotajlo
David C. Kriegl
Christian P. Lau
Jason E. Lenzini
Ling Lin
Abby L. Magen
Matthew R. Majewski
Alison M. McCracken
Christopher C. Mellor Jr.
Marc B. Miller
Chad R. Minix
Dillon T. Moore
David C. Mullen

Scott W. O’Connell
Amit H. Patel
Ashley M. Perkins
Tamika M. Petryszyn
Tuan V. Phung
Jason D. Rabinowitz
Matthew O. Raggio
Jonathan L. Roth
Matthew D. Sacco
Matthew R. Sandy
Thomas C. Sauer II
Ryan P. Seewell
Kent Shimoto
Andrea M. Simpson
Aubrey Stuempefl
Jon M. Summers
Sara L. Vandermark*
Peter L. Vincenti

Faculty Advisor
Tim Detwiler, Finance

Gamma Kappa Alpha
A national Italian honor society that recognizes scholarship in the study of the Italian language and its literature; that encourages interest in an understanding of Italian culture; and that fosters friendly relations and mutual respect between the United States and Italy.

Stephen W. Adams, AS
Marisa A. Alvelo, BE
Meredith K. Ballamore, AS
Katlin S. Carter, AS

Samantha M. Desper, AS
Gina M. Esposito, BE
Christopher M. Grant, HP
Christina L. Occhipinti, AS

Anthony C. Paladinetti III, BE
Kerri K. Titone, AS
Emilie R. Tenenbaum, AS

Kappa Delta Pi
An honor society in education encouraging high professional, intellectual and personal standards.

Valerie A. Allever, HP*
Karen M. Anderson, HP
Corryn Barnes, HP
Laura A. Battaglia, HP
Erin B. Beale, HP
Elizabeth J. Behr, HP*
Kathryn J. Belczyk, HP*
Susan P. Belt, HP*
Jennifer L. Berman, HP*
Kiley S. Best, HP*
Laurie M. Bichman, HP
Laura J. Blenderman, HP*
Jessica N. Borenstein, HP
Jennifer N. Bove, AS
Jennifer L. Boyd, AS
Allison Brown, HP*
Hilary C. Brown, AS
Jeremy E. Brown II, HP
Michelle E. Bruno, AS
Carol A. Cieloha, HP
Christina Campbell, AS
Tamra J. Carroll, HP*

Angela H. Ceglia, HP*
Jill A. Chasen, HP*
Julia K. Clements, HP
Casey R. Cline, HP*
Stacey M. Closterman, AS*
Edward C. Cohen, HP*
Laura A. Condon, HP
Shari L. Cooper, HP*
Jennifer L. Copson, AS
Mary E. Corva, HN
Janette E. Czoboth, HP*
Christine A. Curcuru, HP
Michelle Dallaire, HP
Alyse K. Dambach, HP*
Lauren M. D’Andrea, HP*
Monica L. Daniels, HP*
Melissa K. Delouisa, HP
Jenna DeMaria, HP*
Jessica K. DeMarie, AS
Marisa J. Dohrn, HP
Andrea L. Drewes, AS*
Aileen R. Ehrgott, AS*

Valerie A. Allever, HP*
Karen M. Anderson, HP
Corryn Barnes, HP
Laura A. Battaglia, HP
Erin B. Beale, HP
Elizabeth J. Behr, HP*
Kathryn J. Belczyk, HP*
Susan P. Belt, HP*
Jennifer L. Berman, HP*
Kiley S. Best, HP*
Laurie M. Bichman, HP
Laura J. Blenderman, HP*
Jessica N. Borenstein, HP
Jennifer N. Bove, AS
Jennifer L. Boyd, AS
Allison Brown, HP*
Hilary C. Brown, AS
Jeremy E. Brown II, HP
Michelle E. Bruno, AS
Carol A. Cieloha, HP
Christina Campbell, AS
Tamra J. Carroll, HP*

Angela H. Ceglia, HP*
Jill A. Chasen, HP*
Julia K. Clements, HP
Casey R. Cline, HP*
Stacey M. Closterman, AS*
Edward C. Cohen, HP*
Laura A. Condon, HP
Shari L. Cooper, HP*
Jennifer L. Copson, AS
Mary E. Corva, HN
Janette E. Czoboth, HP*
Christine A. Curcuru, HP
Michelle Dallaire, HP
Alyse K. Dambach, HP*
Lauren M. D’Andrea, HP*
Monica L. Daniels, HP*
Melissa K. Delouisa, HP
Jenna DeMaria, HP*
Jessica K. DeMarie, AS
Marisa J. Dohrn, HP
Andrea L. Drewes, AS*
Aileen R. Ehrgott, AS*

Valerie A. Allever, HP*
Karen M. Anderson, HP
Corryn Barnes, HP
Laura A. Battaglia, HP
Erin B. Beale, HP
Elizabeth J. Behr, HP*
Kathryn J. Belczyk, HP*
Susan P. Belt, HP*
Jennifer L. Berman, HP*
Kiley S. Best, HP*
Laurie M. Bichman, HP
Laura J. Blenderman, HP*
Jessica N. Borenstein, HP
Jennifer N. Bove, AS
Jennifer L. Boyd, AS
Allison Brown, HP*
Hilary C. Brown, AS
Jeremy E. Brown II, HP
Michelle E. Bruno, AS
Carol A. Cieloha, HP
Christina Campbell, AS
Tamra J. Carroll, HP*

Angela H. Ceglia, HP*
Jill A. Chasen, HP*
Julia K. Clements, HP
Casey R. Cline, HP*
Stacey M. Closterman, AS*
Edward C. Cohen, HP*
Laura A. Condon, HP
Shari L. Cooper, HP*
Jennifer L. Copson, AS
Mary E. Corva, HN
Janette E. Czoboth, HP*
Christine A. Curcuru, HP
Michelle Dallaire, HP
Alyse K. Dambach, HP*
Lauren M. D’Andrea, HP*
Monica L. Daniels, HP*
Melissa K. Delouisa, HP
Jenna DeMaria, HP*
Jessica K. DeMarie, AS
Marisa J. Dohrn, HP
Andrea L. Drewes, AS*
Aileen R. Ehrgott, AS*

Valerie A. Allever, HP*
Karen M. Anderson, HP
Corryn Barnes, HP
Laura A. Battaglia, HP
Erin B. Beale, HP
Elizabeth J. Behr, HP*
Kathryn J. Belczyk, HP*
Susan P. Belt, HP*
Jennifer L. Berman, HP*
Kiley S. Best, HP*
Laurie M. Bichman, HP
Laura J. Blenderman, HP*
Jessica N. Borenstein, HP
Jennifer N. Bove, AS
Jennifer L. Boyd, AS
Allison Brown, HP*
Hilary C. Brown, AS
Jeremy E. Brown II, HP
Michelle E. Bruno, AS
Carol A. Cieloha, HP
Christina Campbell, AS
Tamra J. Carroll, HP*

Angela H. Ceglia, HP*
Jill A. Chasen, HP*
Julia K. Clements, HP
Casey R. Cline, HP*
Stacey M. Closterman, AS*
Edward C. Cohen, HP*
Laura A. Condon, HP
Shari L. Cooper, HP*
Jennifer L. Copson, AS
Mary E. Corva, HN
Janette E. Czoboth, HP*
Christine A. Curcuru, HP
Michelle Dallaire, HP
Alyse K. Dambach, HP*
Lauren M. D’Andrea, HP*
Monica L. Daniels, HP*
Melissa K. Delouisa, HP
Jenna DeMaria, HP*
Jessica K. DeMarie, AS
Marisa J. Dohrn, HP
Andrea L. Drewes, AS*
Aileen R. Ehrgott, AS*
Kappa Omicron Nu

A national academic honor society recognizing and encouraging excellence in scholarship, research, and leadership in family and consumer sciences.

Kelly A. Alfree
Margaret M. Belasco*
Sarah A. Burger*
Bridgid C. Carbo
Justin F. Cetron*
Liza M. Crystal*
Debbie E. Dalecki*
William C. Darragh
Emily E. Davis
Matthew F. Deacon*
Karen L. Dickinson
Jillian M. DeViesta*
Abby K. Duncan
Lauren R. Luber*
Guadalupe L. Mangialavori*
Stephanie M. Margarella
Jennifer C. Mason
Linda M. Mayer*
Melissa J. McCliskey
Bethany S. Meuleners*
Stephanie A. Melettiere
Laura A. Moss
Cassandra R. Neubs
Jacklyn R. Pangallo*
Sarah C. Pittman
Wei Qiu*
Sarah K. Raffensperger
Alissa B. Rumsey
Jean Marie St. Clair-Christman
Jessica L. Scarpino
Lauren A. Schondelburance*
Andrea L. Shellhammer*
Michele L. Sloan
Rebecca P. Smalley
Katie L. Steigerwald
Jennifer N. Styer*
Angela M. Teague
Nancy M. Trinny
Brandy M. Vendrick
Julia D. Volpe
Elizabeth A. Wathen
Kristin L. Weber
Lindsay A. Webber
Emily R. Wilson*
Jill A. Wilson
Tara N. Woolfolk*
Advisor
Kristine Call, Coordinator
Office of Student Support
Services CHEP

Lambda Pi Eta

A national communication honor society of The National Communication Association that recognizes, fosters, and rewards outstanding scholastic achievement in communication studies.

Alexis Carroll
Rachel Chadderdon
Andrea Ferrara
Erica Goldberg
Megan Jo Goldberg
Jones Goldsmith
Elizabeth Hart
Ashley Hofmeister
Bethany Lichtenberg
Anthony Morando
Kelley Pastic
Stephen Rossi
Lauren Seigel
Elizabeth Shaheen-Dumke

Omicron Delta Epsilon

An international honorary society that recognizes scholastic attainment in economics.

Brandon J. Brenner, BE
Katie E. Day, AS
Nathan T. DiLorenzo, AS
Michael J. Eith, BE*
Kenneth P. Ernest, BE
Heather M. Frittzen, AS
LeRoy C. Gordon, GR
Kyle K. Hall, BE
Michael J. Hoffman, AS
Matthew D. Hopkins, AS
Lyndsay A. Kopp, AS
Christian P. Lau, BE
Timothy J. Louden, AS
Sawati Mahapatra, GR
Nathan D. Markey, AG
Daniel A. Mason, AS*
Arina Mattejeva, GR
Danielle M. Mauz, EG
Ryan E. Morgan, BE
Charles T. Murry, BE
Robert J. Natale, EG
Matthew R. Sandy, BE
Ronnasa A. Selfridge* BE
Adam M. Shanfield, AS
Maureen H. Schaeffer, BE
Reina U. Toeda, AS*
Michelle R. Warholic, GR
Kristin M. Weigand, BE
Faculty Advisor
Farley Grubb, Economics

HONOR SOCIETIES
**Omicron Delta Kappa**

A national honor society recognizing leadership, scholarship, and service.

- Erin L. Albeck
- Adria C. Andersen
- Shanna R. Augenstein
- Sophia A. Bishop
- Abigail M. Bradley
- Meggen M. Bricoe
- Nicole R. Buzin
- Alex K. Campbell
- Joanna R. Champney
- James D. Crockett
- Christopher J. DePatria
- Courtney K. Dickinson
- Megan M. Foley
- Jaime L. Gasman
- Jennifer E. Gladden
- Allison J. Greenberg
- Lauren E. Kelly
- Janelle A. Konchar
- Mara A. Lockowandt
- Stephanie R. Mascaro
- Karen E. McLaughlin
- Elizabeth S. Moats
- Danielle M. Mauz
- James S. Plack Jr.
- Stephanie D. Quiros
- Alison H. Rohde
- Catherine A. Savarese
- Magedah E. Shabo
- Barry H. Shainker
- Julienne R. Sinkosky
- Emily L. Smith
- Shana R. Weber
- Jana Teri Weinstein
- Harland T. Westgate
- Max White

**Faculty Advisor**

Audrey L. Helfman, Department of Consumer Studies

---

**Phi Alpha Theta**

A national honor society in history that encourages and rewards scholarship and accomplishment among students of history.

- Christine A. Amandola
- Sarah Dalley Baird
- Eric L. Bergel
- Kristin Rose Breslin
- Emily R. Burek
- Erin K. Burke
- Alison A. Campfield
- David D. Cardillo
- Jessica S. Casamento
- April E. Coniglio
- Christina M. Crooks
- Andrew J. Donovan
- Thomas R. Dugan Jr.
- Lauren M. Ferrillo
- J. Anthony Foltz
- John C. Fry
- Emily Ellen Gaecke
- Kristin L. Geaman
- Paul E. Gibson
- Christopher M. Girona
- Brie Ann Hanuszek
- Aaron J. Jaffey
- Daniel H. Kanhofer
- Nicholas A. Kendus
- Kathleen A. Korda
- Kathleen R. Landry
- Jaimee C. Levai
- Sarah H. Liberman
- Susan E. Lorenz
- Lea Massalo
- Ryan M. McNulty
- Lindsay Brooke Melotek
- Valerie Ann Miller
- Kira Lynn Minoreff
- Andrew S. Myers
- James E. Noble Jr.
- Brian H. O’Laughlin
- Julia R. Parmley
- Georgia C. Pitts
- Brian W. Romig
- Anna M. Shaw
- Karen L. Slachetka
- Stephen D. Shallo
- Elizabeth S. Sheppard
- Andrea L. Shellhamer
- Monica R. Shine
- Lara C. Siegel
- Steve J. Simone
- Kyle J. Somers
- Daniel T. Stanton
- Andrew J. Strite
- Andrew R. Sturgill
- Sean M. Sweeney
- Benjamin M. Tannenbaum
- Kristin V. Teel
- Keaia V. Tellea
- Heather N. Thomas
- Nicole R. Thornton
- Natalie J. Torentinos
- Jennifer L. Weidler
- Ashley V. Urquhart
- Casey M. Vogler
- Max White
- Miles K. Wilhelm
- Susan C. Wolf
- Rebecca G. Yanos

---

**Phi Beta Kappa**

Membership in the oldest national honor society is an honor conferred in recognition of superior scholarly attainment in the liberal arts and sciences.

- Lauren M. Adamek
- Christopher W. amEnde
- Kristine E. Andrews
- Lauren E. Andriano
- Audrie J. Bare
- Jessica L. Belden
- Alexandra C. Bortnick
- Nicole R. Buzin
- Stacey L. Callaway
- Danielle C. Clark
- Marie E. Coffin
- Bruce A. Coletta Jr.
- Andrea M. Comegys
- Elizabeth M. Connolly
- Lauren W. Cox
- Samantha D. DeVita
- Matthew N. Euler
- Heather S. Egolf-Fox
- Michael J. Eth
- Amy B. Elzie
- Katie R. Faherty
- Jacqueline M. Feely
- Nathan R. Field
- Katherine E. Flork
- Joseph S. Fotos
- Jacqueline A. Frey
- Heather M. Fritzinger
- Eliana N. Gall
- Brian P. Glabnick
- Kimberly S. Goss
- Meredith C. Gove
- William M. Grattan
- Rachel M. Grove
- Jennifer L. Hempton
- Kendra C. Hennig
- Alexandra B. Hervich
- Ashley E. Hofmeister
- Michael A. Holston
- Tracy L. Jaeverbaum
- Rebecca E. Jennings
- Heather J. Johnson
- Lauren B. Johnston
- Rachel L. Kassman
- Erin E. Kenaley
- Carolyn M. Konteljan
- Elizabeth A. Kinney
- Nicholas P. Klingaman
- Eva B. Koehler
- Matthew P. Koon
- Jessica A. Kouriel
- Semyon Kronrod
- Elliot Y. Lee
- Terry G. Lilley
- Jane I. Lim
- Nicholas J. Madonia
- Daniel A. Mason
- Christopher S. Massari
- Lindsay M. McConnell
- Kelly A. McHugh
- Lesley K. Medearis
- Allison C. Miller
- Kerriyllyn Miller
- Kimberly A. Miller
- Tiphannie J. Miller
- Daniel A. Nadel
- Peter A. Novick
- Adelyn R. O’Hara
- Alicia L. Oman
- Jill T. Oppenheimer
- Mary E. Paris
- Brian S. Parsons
- Shueta P. Patel

**Honor Societies**

---

51
Founded in 1897, Phi Kappa Phi is the national honor society that elects undergraduate and graduate students who have accomplished excellent scholarship in any academic field. The fifth chapter of the society was chartered at the University of Delaware in 1905. There are now 275 chapters nationwide. The University of Delaware Phi Kappa Phi chapter this year celebrates the 100th anniversary of its founding in 1905.

Brienne Abramowicz, BE
Christopher W. amEnde, AS
Sara R. Antoshhik, AS
Sarah D. Baird, AS
Jessica L. Belden, AS
Elizabeth A. Bell, EG
Emily C. Berenback, AS
Gina L. Biausi, AS
Agata A. Bielska, AS
Laura J. Blenderman, HP
Taryn S. Borsstein, AS
Alexandra C. Bortnick, AS
Amanda K. Bowers, BE
Carol E. Breeding, HP
Douglas A. Brunton, EG
Stephanie H. Busch, AS
Eric J. Busillo, EG
Deanna L. Buxton, BE
Nicole R. Buczin, AS
Stacey L. Callaway, AS
Emily J. Campbell, AS
Timothy M. Canonico, BE
Allison M. Capo, AS
Kaitlin S. Carter, AS
Stephanie L. Cary, BE
Amanda M. Cascio, HP
Andrew P. Casella, BE
Meghan A. Cashman, AS
Teresa L. Cassidy, HN
Allison N. Cercone, AS
Lindsay S. Cerny, AS
Danielle C. Clark, AS
Marie E. Coffin, AS
Bruce A. Coletta, AS
Patricia L. Collins, HP
Patrick M. Connelly, AS
Jullion M. Cooper, AS
Cara J. Cordero, HN
Nicole E. Coyle, AS
Sarah E. Czarnik, EG
Allison F. Dague, BE
Neil J. Delson, AS
Katherine A. Demedis, AS
Kimberly M. DePaul, AS
Samantha D. DeVita, AS
Courtney K. Dickinson, BE
Jennifer L. Dickson, BE
Kevin M. DiPrey, BE
Lauren E. Edwards, BE
William R. Eisenhour, EG
Michael J. Eith, BE
Amy B. Elato, AS
Steven T. Ernst, AG
Katie R. Feherty, AS
Matthew C. Fanandakis, BE
Richard M. Santos
Camille A. Sawak
Taylor H. Scott
Richard J. Seagraves II
Stacy B. Shertok
Andrea M. Short
Abby N. Shutter
Alissa M. Siebert
Michael P. Smith
Anne M. G. Steadman
Jennifer L. Farina, HN
Clifford B. Farmer, AS
Jacqueline M. Feely, AS
Elizabeth A. Feiker, HP
Lauren M. Ferrillo, AS
Nathan R. Field, AS
Erin M. Finegan, AS
Dana L. Fischer, HP
Travis D. Fisher, HN
Jodi L. Fitterman, HN
Laura M. Fontana, BE
Robin L. Freeman, AS
Matthew J. Fuerc, EG
Amanda J. Gastner, HP
Joshua A. Gerstenblith, BE
Brian P. Gladnick, AS
Sarah E. Graham, AS
Kristina R. Granger, AS
William M. Grattan, AS
Madeline D. Gregory, AS
Rachel M. Grove, AS
Caitlin M. Guthinger, BE
Jessica A. Hall, AG
Sarah E. Hartsuck, BE
Kyle E. Haynes, AS
Jennifer L. Hempton, AS
Kendra C. Hennig, AS
Julia C. Herman, AS
Alexandra B. Hervish, AS
Neil N. Hirrant, EG
Joseph J. Hoffman, BE
Ashley E. Hofmeister, AS
Phoebe J. Holmes, AS
Michael A. Holston, AS
Jacqueline M. Hornberger, AS
Tracy L. Jaeverbaum, AS
Heather J. Johnson, AS
Lauren B. Johnston, AS
Jocelyn D. Jones, AS
Liang J. Kang, AS
Ari Kaplan, HN
Colleen A. Karoll, AS
Scott E. Kasprzak, EG
Rachel L. Kassman, AS
John M. Keating, AS
Jessica E. Keiser, AS
Charlene R. Kemmerle, AS
Elizabeth A. Kinney, AS
Amy E. Kiraly, AS
Matthew J. Kistler, AS
Susanne N. Kohl, AS
Lane L. Kohl, HN
Janelle A. Konchar, EG
Jennifer M. Koteras, AS
Christopher M. Kraus, AS
Melissa V. LaVenia, BE
Diana Lefavi, AS
Brooke S. Leinam, AS
Jaimie C. Levai, AS
Janine S. Levesque, AS
Emily J. Levine, HP
Jane I. Lim, AS
Kristen J. MaCarmack, AS
Kellie R. Machlus, AS
Timothy S. Maclaga, AS
Nicholas I. Madonia, AS
Sean F. Maloney, EG
Daniel A. Mason, AS
Kevin P. McCormick, AS
Kelly A. McHugh, AS
Jessica M. McIhleney, HP
Lesley K. Medearis, AS
Kerrylym Miller, AS
Tiphanie P. Miller, AS
Dara S. Missan, HN
Margaret T. Moore, HP
Ryan E. Morgan, BE
Michelle A. Morges, AG
Susanna J. Myrski, AS
Fran L. Nadel, HP
Christina D. Nichols, AS
Jenna W. Niemczyk, AS
Alicia L. Oman, AS
Lindsay B. Orr, HN
Jessica E. Oswald, AS
Geoffrey A. Oxbery, EG
James J. Parris, AS
Kelley C. Paste, AS
Shveta P. Patel, AS
Andrew T. Peiffer, EG
Amanda L. Peters, AS
Joseph L. Petfield, AS
Jeffrey M. Poizner, AS
Kristen M. Pouder, AS
Annmarie Potucek, AS
Daniel J. Pratt, AS
Abigail N. Ray, AS
Amanda J. Rich, AS
William B. Rogers, EG
Elizabeth M. Roy, AG
E. Colin Ruggero, AG
Carla N. Russell, AS
Amy A. Sampers, AS
Catherine A. Satavase, HN
Romessa A. Selfridge, BE
Monika M. Sheinblum, HP
Alissa M. Siebert, AS
Michele L. Sloan, HP
Taimara E. Sodell, HP
Megan M. Sohasby, HN
Phi Sigma Tau
The national honor society in philosophy.

Joshua P. Berkowitz
Michael P. Boyle
Abigail M. Bradley
Jullion M. Cooper
Brian A. Costaldo
David Hall
Jeremiah J. Hindman
Ananda B. Kaletsky
Robert M. Kleiner
Mara M. Lockowandt
Alison S. Lubar
Dorothy E. Meyer
Abby K. Moynihan
Ryan J. Pringle
Beth F. Rosenberg
Dana C. Rohrbough

Phi Alpha Alpha
A national honor society for academic achievement in public affairs and public administration programs in member schools of the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration.

Melissa R. Austin
Carrie L. Bennett
Janna E. Craig
William J. DeCoursey
Iryna Kalyynchenko
Yu Ling
Sarah E. McCloskey
Melanie A. Ross
Christina L. Smith
Yun Zhuo

Pi Delta Phi
A national honor society that encourages and recognizes scholarship in the field of French studies.

Lauren A. Bonura, AS
Marissa A. Boudreau, AS
Courtney B. Brunone, AS
Katherine E. Compton, AS
Nicole M. Connor, AS
Kathleen D. Copeland, GR
Melissa S. Csengeto, AS
Sherin M. Fahmy, AS
Kimberly D. Hiestand, AS
Suzanne G. Hollands-Sibley, AS
Amy L. Horn, AS
Jenny M. Kerfoot, AS
Emma J. Llanso, AS
Robert Mason, AS
Alison Noble, AS
Melissa L. Pluta, AS

Pi Kappa Lambda
The national honor society in music recognizing and encouraging the highest musical and academic standards.

Tyler A. Capp, AS
Airee Cha, AS*
Neil J. Delson, AS
John M. Keating, AS
Susanne N. Kobb, AS
Christopher M. Kraus, AS
Kristian Paradis, GR
Rebekah D. Rakes, AS
Amy M. Reddinger, AS*
Daniel S. Roche, AS

Pi Mu Epsilon
A math honorary society consisting of students who have excelled in mathematics, though not necessarily math majors.

Michael J. Birenbaum
Melody A. Casagrande
Michael P. Casey
Robert V. DeMarco
Chelsea L. Erickson
Tammy L. Garber
Alison M. Gordon
Chana M. Kuhns
Evon P. Mackey
Matthew B. Matheson
George R. Mitesser
Todd W. Molnar

Michael J. Weinberg, EG*
Sara E. Weiss, AS*
Jessica D. Whitehead, HP
Melissa R. Williams, EG*
Jill A. Wilson, HP*
Eric R. Witkowski, AS
Gina M. Zamelia, AS
Caroline E. Zerbe, GR
Melanie K. Zinn, BE*

Honor Societies
Pi Sigma Alpha

The national honor society that encourages and recognizes scholarship in the field of political science.

Cory R. Abbey*  
Whaellle M. Abdallah  
Peter J. Agle*  
Ericia C. Avondoglio  
Katherine J. Begor*  
Laura V. Block*  
Kevin A. Boetcher  
Joseph P. Bonomo  
Lauren A. Bonora  
Hilary C. Brown  
Meredith K. Bollamore*  
Erin K. Burke*  
Kathleen S. Burke  
Emily J. Campbell  
Christina M. Campolo  
Joanna R. Champney*  
Bruce A. Coletta Jr.*  
John C. Cordrey  
Laura Joy Cowan  
Christina M. Crooks*  
Amy Cruz*  
Michala L. Darling*  
Meghan J. DeMayo  
Nathan T. Di Lorenzo*  
Matt M. Ewen  
Katie R. Faherty  
Jacqueline M. Feely*  
Heather M. Fritzingier*  
Michael R. Gallagher  
Eric J. Gaspar  
Jaime L. Gasman  
Meghan E. Gunzyulu  
Kyle E. Haynes*  
Michael J. Hoffman*  
Linda J. Jenkins*  
Colleen A. Karoll  
Lauren E. Kelly*  
Robert M. Kleinier  
Kevin C. Kovaleski*  
Eris K. Lenny*  
Jennifer S. Lucas  
Matthew S. Maisel  
Robert M. Matschat  
Christine P. Matthes*  
Michael D. McKin  
Patrick D. McNamara*  
Hannah M. Messner*  
Tiphanie P. Miller*  
Amy C. Moran*  
Anthony F. Morando*  
Jennifer L. Morrin  
Alison Noble  
Alcia L. Oman*  
Matthew T. Prince  
Amber L. Reed*  
Brooke E. Ronayne  
Maxwell J. Rubin  
Lindsey L. Seelhoir  
Jennifer N. Seich  
Karen L. Schachtera  
Hal B. Spinack  
Cynthia R. Stroik  
Nolan P. Sullivan  
Emilie R. Tenenbauhm*  
Sarah L. VonEsch  
Joseph L. Williams*  
Eric R. Wiltskowi

Sigma Delta Pi

A national honor society that encourages and recognizes those who seek and attain excellence in the study of the Spanish language and in the study of the literature and culture of Spanish-speaking people.

Steven M. Antos, AS  
Erin Blackson, AS, GR  
Cynthia N. Blake, AS  
Casey A. Cashdollar, AS  
Patrick M. Connolly, AS  
Gabrielle R. Costello, BE  
Katie E. Day, AS  
Samantha J. DuFlo, AS  
Kymbria F. Farr, AS  
Holly J. Garso, AS  
Dalit M. Galah, AS  
Jamek K. Hatig, AS  
Brittney L. Hartman, AS

David A. Hinkle, AS  
Jacqueline M. Hornberger, AS  
Christina M. Infiesta, AS  
Olgia J. Jimenez, AS  
Janica D. Kriss, AS  
Andrew I. Larason, AS  
Shannon M. Leary, AS  
Kara L. Licurgo, BE  
Jessica G. Milligan, AS  
Jaclyn L. Mintz, BE  
Daniel P. Murray, AS  
Julie A. Palmer, AS  
Christina L. Pickrell, AS

Sigma Iota Rho

The national honor society that encourages and recognizes scholarship in the field of international relations.

Alayna B. Cullen*  
Brian D. Albert  
Maria E. Feurer  
Erie M. Feinigan*  
Robin L. Freeman*  
Sarah E. Graham  
Joshua E. Hackett*  
Erik S. Hopkins  
Matthew D. Hopkins*  
Mitsutoshi Kajiyama  
Lyndsay A. Kopp  
Nathan L. Mitchell*  
Kurt C. Mueller*  
James E. Noble Jr.  
Camille A. Sawek*  
Emily A. Siegel*  
Matthew D. Hopkis*  
Mila Solanet*  
Brian G. Terranova*  
Reina U. Toeda*  
Lauren M. Twes*  
Rebecca M. Wood  
Jason E. Zakai*

Sigma Tau Delta

An international English honor society dedicated to conferring distinction for high achievement in English language and literature; promoting interest in literature and the English language; and fostering the discipline of English in all its aspects including creative and critical writing.

Briania L. Apfelbaum  
Kim E. Auslander  
Jennifer M. Barski  
Erinn P. Batehefer  
Alexandra C. Bortnick  
Sara E. Boyd  
Melissa J. Brachfeld  
Hallie R. Bregman  
Nathaniel W. Brennan  
Michelle E. Bruno  
April L. Charleston  
Eliza I. Corgill  
Carly J. Dunn  
Amy B. Eluto  
Eva Ross Fowler  
Lauren R. Friedman  
Sara J. Graham  
Edward A. Griffith  
Christina M. Hernandez  
Jacquilene M. Hornberger  
Susanne J. Ingle
Sigma Theta Tau

An international honor society in nursing that recognizes superior scholarship and development of leadership qualities, fosters high professional standards and encourages creative work.

Tau Beta Pi

An honorary society that recognizes leadership and superior scholarship and achievement in engineering.

HONOR SOCIETIES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER—The University of Delaware is committed to assuring equal opportunity to all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender, religion, ancestry, national origin, sexual orientation, veteran status, age, or disability in its educational programs, activities, admissions, or employment practices as required by Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act, other applicable statutes and University policy. Inquiries concerning these statutes and information regarding campus accessibility should be referred to the Affirmative Action Officer, 305 Hullihen Hall, (302) 831-2835 (voice), (302) 831-4563 (TDD). • 95/3400/205/C